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WCOP 2000, held in conjunction with ECOOP 2000 in Sophia Antipo-

lis, France, was the �fth workshop in the successful series of workshops

on component-oriented programming. The previous workshops were held

in conjunction with the respective ECOOP conferences in Linz, Austria,

Jyv�askyl�a, Finland, Brussels, Belgium and Lisbon, Portugal. WCOP96 had

focussed on the principal idea of software components and worked towards

de�nitions of terms. In particular, a high-level de�nition of what a software

component is was formulated. WCOP97 concentrated on compositional

aspects, architecture and gluing, substitutability, interface evolution, and

non-functional requirements. WCOP98 had a closer look at issues arising

in industrial practice and developed a major focus on the issues of adap-

tation. WCOP'99 moved on to address issues of component frameworks,

structured architecture, and some bigger systems built using components

frameworks. The topics for WCOP 2000 focussed on component composi-

tion, validation and re�nement and the use of component technology in the

software industry.

WCOP 2000 had been announced as follows:

WCOP 2000 seeks position papers on the important �eld of

component-oriented programming (COP). WCOP 2000 is the
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�fth event in a series of highly successful workshops, which took

place in conjunction with every ECOOP since 1996.

COP has been described as the natural extension of object-

oriented programming to the realm of independently extensible

systems. Several important approaches have emerged over the

recent years, including CORBA, COM, JavaBeans, and more

recently COM+, EJB, and CCM. After WCOP'96 focused on

the fundamental terminology of COP, the subsequent workshops

expanded into the many related facets of component software.

WCOP 2000 shall emphasis architectural design and construc-

tion of component-based systems beyond ad-hoc reuse of unre-

lated components.

To enable lively and productive discussions, the workshop

will be limited to 25 participants. Depending on the submitted

position papers, the workshop will be organized into three or four

subsequent mini-sessions, each initiated by a presentation of two

or three selected positions and followed by discussions. Instead of

splitting the workshop into task forces, it is intended to provoke

lively discussion by preparing lists of critical questions and some,

perhaps provocative, statements (to be used on demand).

Position papers will be formally reviewed, each by at least

two independent reviewers. As an incentive for submission of

high quality statements, the best position statements will be

combined with transcripts of workshop results and published.

Last year's WCOP'99 report observed: \One interesting trend that we

have identi�ed over the years is a change in focus. Whereas the �rst work-

shops aimed at the individual components, especially during the last event

there was a clear consensus that the focus should be on the component ar-

chitecture, i.e. the cooperation between components. In particular, not the

component-'wiring' standards, such as CORBA, COM and JavaBeans, but

rather the system design level issues, such as software architectures and com-

ponent frameworks." Interestingly, this trend was maintained for WCOP

2000. Even the more formal work on validation and re�nement focussed on

the composition of components, rather than individual components.

25 papers from more than 10 countries were submitted to the workshop

and formally reviewed. Thirteen papers were accepted for presentation at

the workshop and publication in the proceedings. About 40 participants

from around the world participated in the workshop.

The workshop was organized into three morning sessions with presenta-
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tions, one afternoon breakout session with six focus groups, and one �nal

afternoon session gathering reports form the breakout session and discussing

future direction. The opening and closing sessions were run together with

an associated workshop on pervasive component systems, which allowed for

interesting cross fertilization.

1 Presentations

This section summarizes briey the contributions of the thirteen presenters,

as presented in three sessions. i.e. validation & re�nement, component

composition and industrial approaches.

1.1 Validation and Re�nement

The �rst session consisted of four papers. The �rst paper, by Eddy Truyen,

Bo Norregaard Jorgensen, Wouter Joosen and Pierre Verbaeten, addressed

the issue of interaction re�nement in middleware. The authors propose to

use a reective approach to allow for dynamic reorganization of, among

others, object request brokers to re�ne interaction at run-time. The authors

apply this approach to dynamically integrate new services that support non-

functional aspects, such as security, transactions and real-time behaviour.

The second paper of Jo~ao Costa Seco and Lu�is Caires presented the

composition language ComponentJ, to which parametric typing was added

recently. In ComponentJ, a component can state which services it requires

to be plugged in. In the respective requires clauses component types are

used. Similarly, provides clauses state the types implemented by a particu-

lar component instance. Actual instances can now be connected using the

plug-into clause. Of course, instances plugged together this way have to

adhere the type constraints formulated by the requires and provides clauses.

ComponentJ also supports subtyping and bound parametric polymorphism

for component types.

Another approach of separating composition from implementation was

taken by the authors of the third paper, Kris De Volder, Johan Fabry, and

Roel Wuyts. Their proposal is to deploy logic programming to describe

properties objects must have to be composable with each other. At compile

time the logic program is ran and matches are made. With the help of this,

for instance, visitor objects can be implemented much more independent

of the structures to be iterated over by the visitor. Such patterns, cutting

across several classes, can be expressed in isolation rather than smeared

across all involved classes.
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The fourth and last paper of this session was presented by Chris Wild

and co-authored by Robert Cherinka, John Ricci and Michael Overstreet.

The authors pointed out that with increasing information hiding within

components integration tests of mission critical systems become more and

more diÆcult. Whereas of-the-shelf components can considerably speed up

application development in the beginning, extra e�ort needs to be put into

testing and validating the composed system if it is going to be mission crit-

ical. Internal states of acquired components cannot easily be observed and

components cannot easily be provoked to exhibit behavior that might be re-

quired to put other components into a stress test. The authors hence propose

to open up components for these purposes in a controlled way. Additional

testing interfaces can be provided, for instance to observe internal state, and

testing instructions should be made part of a component's description. Such

requirements go beyond today's components.

1.2 Component Composition

The second session consisted of six papers, covering various facets of com-

ponent composition. The �rst paper, presented by Oliver Stiemerling and

Pascal Costanza, focused on object identity and dynamic recomposition of

components. They described their prototype system Evolve, which presents

3D-views of the dynamic con�guration of distributed systems. Comparing

Evolve to a precision instrument for open-heart surgery, they explained how

it can be used to change system con�gurations at run-time. Evolve models

components with explicit in and out connections and manifests its e�ects on

a system in terms of transitions. Under a con�guration transition, old and

new components can coexist for a while. This leads to potential overlaps

in state. Evolve has mechanisms to deal with the consistent maintenance

of object identity under such transitions. However, the necessary transfer

of state remains an open issue. They described how the new can act as a

wrapper of the old component to handle such state transfer in certain cases.

The second paper introduced an approach to the declarative descrip-

tion of component models in an attempt to support software composition

generically; it was presented by Marie Jos�e Presso. Their goal is to devise a

composition model that is independent of particular builder tools and their

approach is to use logic meta-programming. Composition is expressed using

facts and validity checking using queries. The resulting descriptions they

found are a powerful tool for code generation; a result that they validated

with a JavaBeans-based prototype.

The third paper, presented by Sanjiva Weerawarana (co-authors are
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Francisco Curbera and Matthew J. Duftler), covered another approach to

composition languages. Besides presenting the right composition operators

and an opportunity to place required glue code, they claim that, to be suc-

cessful, composition languages must �t into current development realities.

Hence, they do not introduce a new component model. In their present

work they use JavaBeans, but they wish to extend to other models (COM,

CCM) with an aim to mix and compose across multiple models. Further,

they emphasized that the approach must not interfere with object-oriented

programming, thus requiring a separate composition structure. They pro-

pose that such an approach leads to a new market of composers that don't

require OOP training. (`Scripting languages are your friend.') Their ap-

proach rests on two pillars: BML (Bean Markup Language) and BSC (Bean

Scripting Component). BML is an XML-based composition language that

can be interpreted or compiled. A BSC is a component encapsulation of a

composition script; when combining BML and BSCs, their approach gets

recursive. In the future, they wish to extend their work to support testing

and validation. The required component description language is an open

issue.

The fourth paper on abstract plug-in components with behavior was

presented by P.J. 't Hoen (co-author L.P.J. Groenewegen). Focusing on

packages as the basis of their approach, they extend the idea of packaging

classes to that of packaging objects. Such packages of objects help to per-

form instance-level composition. In a recursive step, they view packages

themselves again as classes. They made this approach concrete in their

SOCCA language.

The �fth paper discussed an architecture to support dynamic compo-

sition of service components and was presented by Bernard Pagurek (co-

author David Mennie). Their basic scenario are networked services com-

posed using the Facade pattern. Where performance matters, such a com-

position can be integrated, creating a stand-alone interpreted service. Their

architecture aims to support existing technology (Jini, JavaBeans) and uses

an XML-based composition language, augmented by a repository of avail-

able components. They created a Component Manager service for Jini that

oversees all aspects of dynamic composition. An issue is to how to avoid

undesired feature interaction. The Component Manager uses XML-encoded

service speci�cations{avoiding unwanted interaction is hard, since the com-

position is done on-line.

The sixth paper presented by Dietrich Birngruber (co-author Markus

Hof) outlined interactive decision spots for JavaBeans composition. Their

observation is that the same beans are typically wired in very similar ways
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again and again. Thus, they propose that bean programmers provide typical

wiring scenarios, leaving only speci�c decision spots open. The net e�ect

would be to deliver a customizable wizzard with a bean.

1.3 Industrial approaches

The third session consisted of four papers, covering software product lines,

con�guration management, non-programmer use of components and the use

of agents as components.

The �rst paper was presented by Denis Conan (co-authors are Michel

Coriat and Nicolas Farcet). The focus of the paper was the development of

software components in the context of software product lines. The authors

describe a meta-model for software component development covering three

activities, i.e. design, implemenation and delivery. The meta-model allows

one to express design transformations, such as component composition and

splittin, abstraction and re�nement.

The second paper addressed the con�guration management of compo-

nents and was presented by Ivica Crnkovic (co-author Magnus Larsson).

The authors start out with discussing the problem of component selection,

i.e. when constructing a component-based system, how does one select com-

ponents that provide the required functionality and quality attributes. Since

components typically are available as binary units, the prefered approach

would be to associate information with the binary representation. However,

this is not feasible for externally developed components, requiring the com-

ponent user to extensively test these components in order to understand

their properties. The authors propose the use of software con�guration

management principles to address these issues.

Erlend Stav addressed a problem little discussed in the component-

oriented program community: the construction of software systems by non-

programmers using a component-based environment. The approach taken

is to make use of visual means for component composition. This basically

de�nes a visual programming language with a rather limited vocabulary for

building systems. The presentation was refreshing in that most approaches

to component instantiation are concerned with providing the component

user, who is expected to be an expert, with as much con�gurability as possi-

ble. The work presented by Stav, however, was interested in limiting number

of variation points as much as possible, while maintaining freedom for the

user.

The �nal presentation in this session was presented by Jean-Guy Schnei-

der (co-authors are Oscar Nierstrasz and Franz Achermann). The authors
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presented the notion of agents as a type of component. Their motto was

"agents everywhere, all the time". The authors identify that computing

is moving towards pervasive, wireless, spontaneously networked computing

devices and their assumption is that these devices and the services that

they provide will be represented as agents. In the paper, three open is-

sues are discussed, related to development, operation and validation. First,

what paradigms and approaches can be used to develop the aforementioned

agents. Second, what identi�cation and interaction models should be used

for these agents. Finally, what validation approaches are available that allow

us to reason about the properties of such emergent networks. These issues

are discussed Piccola, a small composition language.

2 Breakout Session

The following six breakout groups were formed:

1. Components and architectures.

2. Embedded and pervasive systems.

3. Component evolution.

4. Scalability and granularity.

5. Variability.

6. Degrees of encapsulation.

Most of the groups had between �ve and twelve members, all with a

designated scribe and a designated moderator. The following subsections

summarize each groups �ndings.

2.1 Components and architectures

This break-out group identi�ed early that its participants had two distinct

interpretations of the title. One group interpreted it as component architec-

tures and was interested in the interaction between components. The other

group interpreted it as the relation between the software architecture and

the architectural components that it speci�ed and the software components

that provide the implementation for architectural components. The group

decided to discuss both topics. For component architectures, the discussion
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focussed on the uni�cation of type systems and other aspects of component-

based systems. For instance, an event generated by one component may be

interpreted rather di�erently by the component(s) that received the event.

Since components are developed by di�erent parties, one cannot assume that

these share semantics for synctactic types and events.

The second interpretation was discussed as well. The main topics during

the discussion included the relation between quality attributes and require-

ments at the architecture and those at the level of the individual components.

A second topic that was discussed was variability. Variation points can be

introduced and bound at the level of the architecture, the components and

inside components. Preferably, one would prefer freedom in selecting the

optimal level for introducing the variation point, which is a challenge when

using components. The third topic was concerned with dynamic software

architectures, i.e. systems that can dynamically reorganize themselves in

response to changes in its context or to incorporate new functionality that

becomes available. When the architecture of a software system changes

dynamically, how do components manage this?

Finally, the di�erence in interpretation of the title of the breakout group

led to a terminological discussion. Interestingly, the participants reported

that, after the discussion, they were no longer certain about the di�erence

between concepts such as architecture, framework, component and compo-

sition!

2.2 Embedded and pervasive systems

The breakout group was primarily interested in the resource constraints

present in embedded and pervasive systems and the e�ect on component-

based software engineering. The group started with asking among them-

selves why they were interested in using components even in these types

of software systems. The answers that they found were: reduced cost, im-

proved reuse, reduced complexity, improved maintainability and improved

customizability. Thus, good arguments exist for why to use components in

the embedded domain.

Once this was cleared up, the group focussed on three speci�c issues that

they considered to be most central. First, the speci�cation of constraints,

such as quality of service, memory consumption and energy consumption, is

not necessarily relevant for general purpose components, but crucial for com-

ponents in an embedded context. A component that provides the required

functionality, but does not satisfy the quality requirements, such as the ones

mentioned above, is still useless for the system at hand. The second issue
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was concerned with the run-time overhead of virtually all component models.

Due to additional levels of indirection and the availability of functionality

not necessarily required in all types of systems, component models impose

an overhead that needs to be outweighed by the advantages. Finally, the

break-out group participants discussed the immaturity of the infrastructure

in embedded systems.

2.3 Component evolution

Component evolution was �rst decomposed into two types, i.e. anticipated

and unanticipated evolution. When the organization using the components

also owns them, the evolution is generally anticipated. Otherwise, compo-

nents are typically black-box and evolution is often unanticipated.

The breakout group continued to identify the driving forces for com-

ponent evolution. Three forces were identi�ed, i.e. environment changes

(what the component requires), requirement changes (what it provides) and,

�nally, changes to the management interface.

Finally, evolution of external, black-box components was discussed and

it was concluded that wrappers, despite their disadvantages, currently are

the primary means for achieving evolution.

2.4 Scalability and granularity

The core issue in this breakout group was the question whether it is possible

to mentally manage the recursive composition of 'small' interfaces. If this is

the case, then disadvantages such as the run-time overhead remain, but this

is countered by the better testability of small component interfaces. The

granularity of components is a compromise between conicting forces.

The breakout group explored the relation between the problem size and

the solution size. Assuming that the problem has prede�ned domain in-

stances, the solution domain can be organized in components of the 'right'

granularity while maintaining scalability.

Finally, the notion of a compositional language was discussed that would

allow us to compose components as easy as programming languages com-

pose the syntactic elements of the language. The assumption was that the

availability of such a language would positively inuence our ability to scale,

but no language proposal was presented.
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2.5 Variability

A topic that received no or minimal attention during earlier years is the

notion of variability, i.e. prede�ned variation points at which available or

newly developed variants can be bound to obtain the required behaviour

from the instantiated component. The breakout group identi�ed three rel-

evant activities, i.e. discovering, facilitating and implementing variability.

The main issue with respect to discovering variability is how one identi�es re-

quired variability and, once identi�ed, how one documents variation points.

With respect to facilitating variability, the breakout group focussed on de-

sign patterns. Many design patterns separate stable and variant behaviour

providing good means for facilitating variability. Finally, for the implemen-

tation of variability, several categories of mechanisms are available including

structural exibility, rule-based exibility and supportive technologies.

2.6 Degrees of encapsulation

The �nal topic addressed by a breakout group was encapsulation. The dis-

cussion start out from the question "how much encapsulation can we af-

ford?". A certain degree of encapsulation {or information hiding{ within

components is needed to abstract from implementation details, to allow

component implementations to be changed without invalidating all clients,

and to achieve more context independence. On the downside, a totally en-

capsulated component is pretty much useless for a component user. There

is a need for information about how to use the component, in particular,

what is demanded from the component's deployment context. The more

encapsulated a component is, the more careful it must be described how

the surrounding system must look like. In today's practice, most of these

descriptions are not complete and lack some details.

Further, the more a component actually becomes context independent,

the more genericity gets build in, which has drawbacks on performance,

complexity, etc. Finally, systems built of components need to be tested and

components may need to be adapted to application-speci�c needs. Again,

this may require access to component-internal details. From a component

producer perspective, the above discussion contains relevant questions as

well. For instance, how to express quality attributes of a component and

what aspects of a component are relevant for the users.

The break out group concluded that there is no �nal and general an-

swer yet to the issue of how much encapsulated a component may be. The

hard issue is that component designers and producers need to guess what
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information component deployers and system testers will need later. More

experience is needed.

3 Concluding Remarks

Concluding, we are able to state that, on the one hand, also the �fth work-

shop on component-oriented programming was a highly successful event that

was appreciated by the participants, but, on the other hand, the issues sur-

rounding component-oriented programming have not been solved and that

future events remain necessary to further the state of the art. One inter-

esting trend that we have identi�ed over the years is a change in focus.

Whereas the �rst workshops aimed at the individual components, especially

during the last event there was a clear consensus that the focus should be

on the component architecture, i.e. the cooperation between components.

In particular, not the component-'wiring' standards, such as CORBA, COM

and JavaBeans, but rather the system design level issues, such as software

architectures and component frameworks.
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Abstract

Dynamic recomposition of components in a program
imposes new requirements on the expressive power of
object-oriented programming languages. For example,
the replacement of a component with another reveals
consistency problems stemming from the fact that the
concept of object identity tries to fulfil the distinct
purposes of reference and comparison. By clearly
separating the two notions and providing means to
manipulate them independently, the consistency problems
can completely be avoided.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how
consistency problems arising from dynamic
recomposition of software components can be solved by a
novel approach of dealing with object identity in an
object-oriented programming language.

To set the stage, we first describe the EVOLVE runtime
and tailoring platform as an example for a system that
provides facilities for dynamic recomposition of software
components. Using the simple example of inserting a new
component into an EVOLVE application during runtime,
we identify and discuss a number of consistency
problems.

These problems stem from the fact that the concept of
object identity combines two distinct notions: one is the
facility of object reference, which permits object
correlation and access to objects’ internal states. The
other is the facility of object comparison, which permits
the decision if two variables actually point to the same
object. Both notions impose several restrictions on what
can be expressed in terms of identity, and simultaneously
satisfying these restrictions has resulted in the concept of
object identity fulfilling only the somewhat limited
intersection of these two sets of requirements.

By clearly differentiating the two notions of reference
and comparison and providing means to manipulate them
independently, we are able to loosen the requirements for
each notion and introduce new and powerful operations.

By employing these operations we can completely avoid
the shown consistency problems.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the EVOLVE project, the EVOLVE  runtime
and tailoring platform, the FLEXIBEANS component model
and an example application. The section discusses how
component-based EVOLVE  applications can be
reconfigured (i.e. tailored) during runtime to meet
changing requirements. The problems arising from
dynamic recomposition and object identity are discussed.
Section 3 describes the consequences of separating the
notions of reference and comparison, especially with
regard to the possibility of introducing new operations.
Section 4 discusses how the dynamic recomposition
problems can be solved by the approach. Section 5 finally
summarizes.

2 The EVOLVE  Project

The EVOLVE project [6, 7, 8] at the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Bonn investigates
the use of software components after initial development
and deployment in order to provide tailorability for
complex distributed applications.

In the course of the project, a runtime and tailoring
platform has been designed  that supports dynamic
recomposition of distributed applications. This platform,
its component model FLEXIBEANS, and an example
application are discussed.

The EVOLVE platform

The EVOLVE platform is designed to support the
deployment and subsequent adaptation of arbitrary
distributed component-based multi-user applications. It is
independent from domain specific functionality and can
thus be used to provide many different software systems
with the property of adaptability. Figure 1 depicts a
simple example for a component-based application made
adaptable by the EVOLVE platform – a shared to-do list
employed by two users to coordinate their tasks:



Client 1 belongs to a manager, client 2 to a
subordinate. The actual data of the shared to-do list is
stored on the EVOLVE server (in the middle of figure 1)
employing a (invisible) server component. The clients are
tailored to meet the requirements of their respective
owners. While the subordinate may only see the contents
of the list and mark entries as “done”, the manager can
actually add new entries to the list and delete them. The
distributed application is built from a set of components
(visible ones like the buttons, the list and the editor; and
invisible ones like the data storage component on the

server).
In a traditional system, the composition would be static

after development and deployment. The EVOLVE
platform, however, maintains – and permits the
manipulation of – the system’s component structure.
During the use of the system, a system administrator,
outside consultant or even an end user can switch to the
tailoring mode (figure 2) in which he can inspect and
manipulate the entire distributed application (if he or she
has the right to do so).

Figure 2 depicts a 3D user interface for component-

Figure 1: A simple distributed shared to-do list application based on the Evolve  platform

Figure 2:  Screenshot of the 3D tailoring interface (showing the tailoring perspective of an
application)



based tailoring which accesses the flexibility provided by
the EVOLVE system. The two circles in the background
represent the two clients, together with the virtual screens
onto which appearance and position of the visible
components are projected. All components – visible and
invisible – are represented as boxes depicting the
compositional structure of the application. The circle in
the foreground represents the server that contains the
invisible component for storing the contents of the shared
to-do list.

The tailor can move around the 3D component scene
and perform manipulations, e.g. concerning the
positioning of the visible components on the screen or the
connections of the components. He can remove
component instances or add new ones from a repository
(not shown in figure 2). The parameterization of
component instances can also be manipulated. In short,
the tailor has full control over every aspect of the
application’s composition, whenever the requirements of
the supported group change.

In the shared to-do list example, the manager’s trust in
the subordinate might have increased enough to permit
the subordinate to directly delete items from the shared
to-do list – instead of only marking them as “done” for
later control and deletion by the manager. In this case, the
tailor would add a delete button component to the client
of the subordinate.

While the example of adding a button is admittedly a
rather simple tailoring operation, the EVOLVE platform
permits the application of re-composition (and re-
parameterization) operations to any part of a distributed
software system. Furthermore,
� tailoring operations can be performed during

runtime. In extremis, a system administrator can add
the delete button, while the user is working with the
shared to-do list. The system does not have to be shut
down and the state of all other components is
maintained.

� tailoring operations can be performed remotely. The
whole system can be tailored from any workstation in
the network. This feature supports models of
centralized and decentralized system management.

� the effect of tailoring operations can be shared
among many users. In the example, if other users
share the definition of the subordinate client, the
effect of the tailoring operations is propagated to all
running instances of that definition.

� the effect of tailoring operations can be restricted to
subgroups of users. This feature permits the
accommodation of individual differences. In the
example, there could, for instance, be a need to
exclude a user who would misuse the delete button.

� tailoring operations can be applied to any level of
the compositional hierarchy. A system administrator
might inspect and manipulate the system on a very
fine-grained level, while an end user might prefer a
more high level view.

Summarizing, the EVOLVE platform is responsible for
maintaining component structures during runtime and for
providing functionality for manipulating these structures.
The second central element of the approach is the
component model, i.e. the specification that tells the
programmer exactly what a component is.

EVOLVE components: FLEXIBEANS

The component model of the EVOLVE platform is the
FLEXIBEANS model that extends the JAVABEANS model
[2] with the concepts of:
� named ports, permitting the differentiated event

handling on the compositional level mentioned
above, without having to dynamically produce and
compile (adapter-) code.

� shared objects, permitting a less strongly
synchronized style of interaction in the fashion of a
“pull”-like data flow (need- and not creation-driven
exchange of data).

� remote interaction, permitting the composition of
distributed groupware applications based on JAVA
RMI (Remote Method Invocation). A button situated
on one machine can, for instance be directly
connected to a component on another machine.

The complete FLEXIBEANS specification can be found
in [9].

The EVOLVE platform and the FLEXIBEANS component
model serve as proof of concept for the idea of providing
adaptability / tailorability by maintaining the
compositional structure of an application after initial
development. However, the EVOLVE platform is only that
– a platform. In order to show the applicability of the
approach, a number of distributed applications were
developed on top of the platform. The following section
is devoted to one of these applications – a groupware
application (i.e. an application supporting cooperative
work. For an overview of groupware see e.g. [1]).

Example application: shared to-do lists

This section gives an example how a distributed
groupware application can be built from a set of
FLEXIBEANS components In the graphical representation,
shared object ports are represented by rectangles, while
event ports are represented by circles. The polarity of the
port (provided or required) is given by the interior of the
shape (filled = provided).

Shared to-do lists (see e.g. [4]) support coordination of
work activities in small groups (2-10 persons). They
contain entries that describe a task to be done, its title,
begin, deadline, and a flag indicating the status of
completion (in progress, completed). Depending on the
structure of the group and its work habits, there can be
distinct group members who add tasks, perform tasks,
check for completion, and monitor or distribute work.



The visualizer component
This component is visible for the user and displays the
current contents of a shared list. It has three ports: the
first port connects to a shared list component, the second
port receives events which indicate a change in a shared
list, and the third port shares the currently marked entry
in the list with any interested component.

The editor component
This component is actually an complex component which
is composed of several visual subcomponents. For
simplicity it is regarded as atomic here. The two ports
connect to a shared list and the marked entry of a
visualizer component. The user can add new entries to
the list (if the content of marked entry is [new entry]) or
edit other selected entries in the list. The large text box
on the right can be used to describe the task.

The delete button component
This component is connected to a shared list and a
marked entry and – if pressed – deletes the marked entry
in the list

The done button component
This component is connected like the delete button.
When pressed, it sets the flag of the marked entry to
“completed”.

The shared list component
This component is the only invisible component. It usually
resides on a server and maintains a list of tasks. The list
is shared via the ToDoList port and other components
are notified of changes via the ListChanged event port.

Table 1: Components of the Shared To-Do List Framework
In groups with a flat hierarchy, everybody might be

allowed to add, mark as done, delete, and monitor tasks.
In more hierarchical organizations, only the manager
might be allowed to add tasks, while subordinates are
only supposed to indicate completion. As groups evolve,
members fluctuate, and group tasks change, the
configuration of the application has to change, new lists
have to be introduced for subgroups and old lists become
obsolete. The shared to-do list application presented here
is highly simplified for presentation purposes. However,
applications with the same basic functionality are used in
IT support departments, call centers, and generally for
coordination in small groups which are confronted with a
lot of short-term, well-defined tasks.

The shared to-do list component set consists of four
visible and one invisible component. Table 1 gives an
overview and informally describes the semantics of each
component. The components rely on three different
interaction types: a remote shared object RemoteList

which contains a list of tasks, another remote shared
object RemoteEntry which contains a single list entry,
and a remote event RemoteActionEvent which is
used to notify other components of changes in a specific
to-do list.

The set of components described in table 1 can now be
used to compose a distributed shared to-do list
application. Figure 3 shows an example application build
with the component set. It is the same application as in
figure 1 and 2.

The application depicted in figure 3 is distributed over
three locations. The shared list component instance
resides on a server and is connected to an instance of the
supervisor client on one machine and to an instance of the
subordinate client on another machine. The different
requirements of supervisor and subordinate are met by
different compositions of components taken from the set
of table 1.

Visualizer
ToDoList

RemoteList

ToDoList
RemoteList

ToDoList
RemoteList

ToDoList
RemoteList

ToDoList
RemoteList

ListChanged
RemoteActionEvent

ListChanged
RemoteActionEvent

MarkedEntry
RemoteEntry

MarkedEntry
RemoteEntry

MarkedEntry
RemoteEntry

MarkedEntry
RemoteEntry

Editor

Delete button

Shared List

Done button



Problems with Dynamic Tailoring

Assume that the application depicted in figure 3 is to
be extended with a security component on the client side.
This component encrypts the traffic between the client
and the server (where obviously a similar component has
to be instantiated. However, for the purpose of this
section, we are only concerned with the client side).

Figure 4 shows this change. The security component is
inserted between the remote connection to the server and
the delete button, the visualizer and the editor component.
Before we can discuss the problems that can arise when
inserting the security component into the running
application, we have to leave the rather abstract
component level and deal with the object-oriented
implementation of the FLEXIBEANS component model.

The shared object connection between the three client
components (editor, visualizer and delete button) and the
shared list component on the remote server is realized on
the oo-level by giving the reference of a local stub object
(on the client) representing the shared list on the remote
computer to these three components. We have used JAVA
RMI to abstract from the details of the remote interaction
and will not discuss this point further in this paper.

The right side of the figure 4 depicts how the change
described above is reflected on the oo-level. In our

current implementation of the EVOLVE platform in JDK
1.2, the change comprises the following steps (not
necessary in that exact order): First the new security
component has to be instantiated, then it has to be
connected to the stub object. The connection of the three
visible components have to be – one after the other –
redirected  from the stub object to the new security object
instance. These steps can, for instance, be performed in
the 3D interface shown in figure 2. The change could also
be performed automatically by a small script or
procedure. However, the point is, that the change
currently cannot be performed atomically. This causes the
problem that during the tailoring operation (or rather
transaction), the application is in an inconsistent state, in
which, for instance, the editor component is not
connected to the stub object. If the user desires to write an
entry into the shared list and presses the “ok” button,
nothing happens. The same problem holds, if the delete
button is not connected.

If the visualizer is not connected and an update event
is sent from the server, the visualizer cannot show the
current list and is consequently not consistent with the list
on the server.

Obviously, these problems could be handled
programmatically. One could implement the components
in a fashion which deals in a sensible way with
inconsistent connections and states. This, however, would

 Figure 3: Example application providing a shared to-do list between a supervisor and a
subordinate.



make the components larger and – even worse – implies

that the component programmer has to anticipate the user
of the components in a dynamic environment. This is, at
least today, almost never the case.

Consequently, we have to look for other ways to deal
with unanticipated dynamic reconfigurations in a sensible
and – foremost – safe way. The next section will
introduce and approach on the oo-level that is based on
flexible handling of object identities.

3 Reference and Comparison

Instead of changing each reference to the stub object
and letting it refer to the new security object one by one,
it would be straightforward if we could simply “replace”
the stub object by the security object without changing
the involved references. Such a replacement would be an
atomic operation, and hence, avoids the problems shown
above.

In fact, the programming language Smalltalk provides
an operation become:, that enables the programmer to
“swap” the objects pointed to by two references without
actually changing the references. However, the effects of
become: are usually obscure and so its application is

generally considered dangerous.1

We believe that the reason for these obscurities is that
the concept of object identity in fact combines two
distinct notions. One is the facility of object reference,
which permits object correlation and access to objects'
internal states. The other is the facility of object
comparison, which permits the decisions if two variables
actually point to the same object.

The central idea of our approach is to differentiate
between the facilities of reference and comparison, that
are usually subsumed in the concept of object identity.
Probably the main reason for this subsumption lies in the
fact that physical memory addresses can be used to
implement both purposes in an extremely efficient way.
In the following paragraphs we discuss the idea of
separating the notions of reference and comparison and
some of its consequences.

Our approach can be illustrated with an
implementation technique called “Identity Through
Indirection” in [3]: Here, a reference to an object is
realised as an object-oriented pointer (OOP). An OOP is
an entry in an object table, which holds physical memory
addresses. In our approach, the sole purpose of an OOP is
                                                
1For example, see the Smalltalk FAQ [5] for further
details.

Figure 4: The supervisor client is extended with a security component (left). On the object level
(right), this causes the redirection of several object references



to reference an object --- OOPs are never compared.
To be able to compare objects we could use the

memory addresses stored in the object table, but instead
we combine “Identity Through Indirection” with “Identity
Through Surrogates” [3]: Each object is supplemented
with an attribute storing a comparand.2 Comparands are
system-generated, globally unique values, that cannot be
directly manipulated by a programmer. Comparing
objects then means comparing their comparands, but they
are never used for referencing (see figure 5).

Operations on Comparands

Based on this scheme, comparing two references
ref1 == ref2 would actually be implemented as
ref1.comparand == ref2.comparand.

Besides this unsurprising operation, it is obvious from
a technical point of view that comparands may be freely
copied between objects. There are, in fact, good reasons
on a conceptual level to allow copying comparands.
Suppose two distinct objects have been created and
referenced for example by morningStar and
eveningStar. After creating a third object venus,
one can discover that all three objects are actually the
same (identical) celestial body in the real world.

We introduce the operation
copy-comparand(fromObject, toObject) -

-- The comparand of fromObject is copied to
toObject.
                                                
2 In [3] the term surrogate is actually used for this
additional attribute. Since this term might raise the wrong
associations, we use the term comparand instead to stress
that this attribute is intended to be utilized within
comparison operations only.

The comparand of venus can be copied to both
morningStar and eveningStar by applying
copy-comparand(venus, morningStar) and
copy-comparand(venus, eveningStar). From
then on, comparing these objects would yield the correct
answer, ignoring the previous incorrect assumption. Note
that the references to these objects are not affected by this
operation.

Operations on References

The following discussion rests on the three
requirements imposed on object identity in [10]. They are
called “Singular Reference”, “Singular Naming” and
“Monotonic Designation”. The authors of that paper
introduce them to ensure that “an oid is a proper name of
an object such that the connection between the oid and
the object is one-one and fixed.” We show that each
requirement can be abandoned and describe which
operations on references may therefore be conceived as a
consequence.

Monotonic Designation The Monotonic Designation
requirement demands that, if an OOP refers to a particular
object at a given time, this OOP is bound to that object at
any point in time thereafter. The abandonment of this
requirement can be stated as follows:

Variable Designation: If an OOP refers to a particular
object at a given time, it may refer to a different object at
another time.

Letting an OOP o2 refer to a distinct object o1 is
realised by simply copying the memory address of o1 to
the entry of o2 in the object table (see figure 6). For this
purpose, we introduce the operation copy-
referee(fromObject, toObject) --- The object
that is referred to by the OOP fromObject is copied to
the OOP toObject. The OOP toObject itself
remains unchanged.

Singular Naming The Singular Naming requirement

object table memory addresses objects
(with comparands)

OOPs

*

+

~

#

%

Figure 5: Identity Through Indirection ---
references to objects are realised as OOPs.

Figure 6: Variable Designation: An OOP can
change the object it refers to by simply

changing the corresponding memory address
in the object table.



demands that each object is referred to by exactly one
OOP. Without comment, we have already depicted an
example in which this requirement is abandoned. After
applying copy-referee(o1, o2), the two distinct
OOPs o1 and o2 refer to the same object. There is no
need to merge these two OOPs and combine them into
one object table entry, because OOPs are never
compared.

Singular Reference The Singular Reference
requirement demands that each OOP refers to exactly one
object at a given time. By abandoning this requirement
we get:

Multiple Reference: Each OOP may refer to an
arbitrary number of objects at a given time.

This can be realised as follows. Instead of the object
table entries each holding one memory address, they
consist of simple data structures, for example arrays or a
linked lists, which store the different memory addresses.
The following newly introduced operations can be used
for manipulating the data structures referred to by given
OOPs:
include-referee(oop, object) --- object

is added to the list referred to by oop.
remove-referee(oop, object) --- object

is removed from the list referred to by oop.

When sending messages via an OOP, the runtime
system can find an appropriate object understanding  this
message. When more than one object understands the
message, the list provides a natural order in which the
objects are to be searched.

4 Application to Dynamic Tailoring

Returning to our given problem, we are now able to
apply the new operations to achieve the desired insertion
of a security component atomically. There are in fact two
alternatives:

• We could apply copy-referee(stubObject,
securityObject) to let securityObject
“take over” the identity of stubObject. However,
one has to be careful, because securityObject
certainly has to refer to the original stubObject.
Regard the following naive sequence of operations:

securityObject.orgStub =
stubObject;
copy-referee(stubObject,

securityObject);

This would be erroneous, because afterwards
securityObject.orgStub would refer to
securityObject, resulting in a cycle. The
following sequence however is correct:

copy-referee(temp, stubObject);
// let another reference point to
// "stubObject"

securityObject.orgStub = temp;
// "temp" instead of "stubObject"
copy-referee(stubObject,

securityObject);
// "temp" and so
// "securityObject.orgStub" remain
// unchanged

Note that the actual “replacement” of
stubObject is initiated by the last operation, and
thus it is indeed atomic.

• An even simpler approach would be the application of
include-referee(stubObject,
securityObject), which creates a list
containing both objects and lets all references
previously pointing to stubObject point to this
list afterwards. Besides being only one operation, this
approach would also have the advantage that
securityObject would not necessarily have to
refer to the original stubObject and would only
have to define the methods that differ from their
original implementations in the stubObject.3

Both alternatives give the programmer the possibility
to “replace” the former stub object atomically and thereby
introduce the security feature without having to deal with
any consistency problems. Furthermore, the involved
components need not anticipate such modifications,
relieving the complexity of component development to a
great extent.

5 Summary

The main contribution of this paper is the
demonstration of severe consistency problems stemming
from the restrictions imposed on the concept of object
identity in object-oriented programming languages. We
have shown this in the context of a concrete component-
oriented software system that allows the reconfiguration
of components during runtime.

We have then given a detailed  differentiation between
reference and comparison, two notions that are usually
subsumed in the concept of object identity. If we separate
the two notions, we can greatly increase the
expressiveness of a corresponding model: We have
introduced Variable Designation, Multiple Naming and
Multiple Reference as counterparts to the requirements
                                                
3 However, in order to resolve messages correctly, the list
created by include-referee would have to contain
the objects in the right order. This could be ensured by
providing operations to manipulate the list explicitly.



imposed on object identity in [10], and defined the
operations copy-comparand, copy-referee,
include-referee and remove-referee. We
have discussed two alternative ways to apply these
operations on an example of dynamic recomposition.
Both alternatives give the programmer the possibility to
achieve the desired replacement of components
atomically, thereby completely avoiding the mentioned
consistency problems.
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Figure 2 :A generic builder tool architecture
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Figure 3
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Abstract

The benefits of software component composition are
today widely accepted. However, component oriented
software development is not yet as widespread as its
multiple advantages may suggest. This is so in spite
of the maturity reached by several component models
(Microsoft’s COM, JavaBeans, OMG’s CORBA),
and their general acceptance by large communities of
developers. Thus, while components are being “used”
in software development, the development process
itself is not fully component–oriented. One ma-
jor roadblock limiting the adoption of a component–
oriented development process is the lack of viable
component composition languages. There are, how-
ever, major costs associated with the adoption of a
new language, and reducing adoption costs must be
a major objective in the development of a component
composition language.

In this paper we propose a list of requirements
for a successful component composition language,
in which we attempt to capture the needs of pro-
viding first class support for composition operations
and assuring seamless integration into existing de-
velopment environments. Next, we identify the prob-
lems associated with the design of a language meeting
these requirements, and present a practical approach
to deal with them.

Introduction

The benefits of software component composition are
today widely accepted, see [5, 6, 16, 10, 2, 14], how-
ever, component oriented software development is
not yet as widespread as its multiple advantages
may suggest. This is so in spite of the maturity
reached by several component models (Microsoft’s
COM, JavaBeans, OMG’s CORBA), and their gen-
eral acceptance by large communities of developers.
Thus, while components are being “used” in soft-
ware development, the development process itself is
not fully component oriented. One major roadblock
limiting the adoption of a component oriented de-
velopment process is the lack of viable component
composition languages. As has been argued in [12]
and [16], component–oriented development is likely
to be much more successful when first–class mecha-
nisms enabling simple forms of composition are used.

Traditional programming languages are not the
best suited for component composition. Since their
syntaxes and semantics do not support component
composition concepts in a first–class manner, com-
position operations are supported using other exist-
ing language elements like, say, method calls. As a
result, the composition operations are lost amongst
the rest of the code and the compositional structure
is obscured. A discussion of the shortcomings of ob-
ject oriented languages when applied to component
composition can be found in [1]. Scripting languages
suffer from these same shortcomings.

A solution is to introduce a component composi-
tion language, that is, a language in which the basic
component composition operations are supported in
a first class manner.



Extending the syntax and semantics of existing
languages is one way to achieve this. It can be ar-
gued, though, that a special purpose composition
language will do a better job capturing the spe-
cific nature of composition operations. Moreover,
as noted in [1], object–oriented languages like Java
and object oriented design tend to be used to pro-
duce domain specific designs, rather than standard
architectures more suitable for the kind of reuse ex-
pected from software components.

The introduction of a new language has some ma-
jor practical problems, though. It requires retraining
and the development or adaptation of tools to sup-
port it. Furthermore, component models and run–
time models to interact with other languages must
be developed. Thus, an approach where a new lan-
guage, a new component model and a new run–time
is needed is not immediately suitable as a mecha-
nism to enable component–oriented development in
practice.

We believe that the quick acceptance of the com-
ponent oriented methodology depends on providing
an answer to this apparent contradiction. In other
words, it depends on the availability of a compo-
nent composition language that can be easily inte-
grated in today’s application development environ-
ments. This paper discusses the requirements for
this type of language.

Requirements

The problem we described in the Introduction has
two parts: designing a composition language, and
assuring its easy integration in development envi-
ronments. In this section we propose a list of re-
quirements for a component composition language
that address both of them.

Several papers have dealt with the problem of
specifying requirements for successful composition
languages. The following discussion owes much to
the ones found in [12], [13] and [3].

Our first requirement states a list of composition
operations that a composition language should sup-
port.

1. The following composition operations must
be supported by the language:

• Binding communication channels.
Communication channels let components
exchange data and invoke behavior. Good
examples are pipes and filters, and event
notification in JavaBeans.

• Creating higher level component ag-
gregates. In this operation components
are combined to produce higher order func-
tional constructs. The combination typi-
cally involves creating a hierarchy of com-
ponents, as when creating graphical user
interfaces.

• Macro expansion of parametrized com-
ponents. Macro expansion can be used in
several ways to compose components. In
the COMPOST language, [3], source com-
ponents are connected together by expand-
ing (binding) “generalized program ele-
ments” present in each component’s code.
Another case of composition by macro ex-
pansion is described in [4].

• Recursive component composition.
Component composition is used to create
new components, rather than an applica-
tion. This is a powerful technique that en-
ables components to become software ab-
stractions at different levels, and provides
support for top-down progressive refine-
ment design strategies. It is also has an
important role providing scalability to the
language, since it allows using the same
language composition abstractions at dif-
ferent configuration levels.

A language solely devoted to component compo-
sition must also provide effective separation of con-
cerns between the person doing the composition and
the developer of components. This is nothing but a
restatement of the principle that the composition of
components must require no knowledge of their im-
plementations. In particular, the language must pro-
vide a way to address “compositional mismatches”,
i.e. situations when the interfaces of two components
are incompatible and don’t allow direct composition.

2. The language should allow the specification of
“glue code” to deal with compositional mis-
matches.

Glue code provides the bridge through which the two
interfaces can interact. In object oriented design this
corresponds to the “adapter” pattern, [7].

The next requirement deals with the important
issue of reusing component application designs.

3. The language should support component frame-
works.

Here the notion of a component framework is sim-
ilar to the frameworks found in object oriented de-
sign, see [7, 9] for instance. It is defined in [16]



as a software architecture that provides basic rela-
tionships among components and allows instances of
those components to be plugged in the framework.
Frameworks are important tools that provide com-
ponent assemblers with the infrastructure needed to
build structured applications. Frameworks are also
important as a knowledge sharing mechanism and
as enablers of large scale component oriented devel-
opent.

In order to assure seamless integration of the lan-
guage into current deveploment environments, we
state in our requirements list the need for low adop-
tion costs, and the ability to reach different develop-
ment platforms as possible:

4. Reduce to a minimum the learning process for
the language. In particular, use whenever pos-
sible existing languages, syntactic and semantic
conventions. The Java language and the XML
syntax would be good starting points according
to this criterion.

5. Eliminate the need for new support tools, when-
ever possible. Existing development environ-
ments should be able to provide support for the
language with minimal investment.

6. The language should support most common
component models. In particular, the Jav-
aBeans, COM and CORBA models should be
supported.

The Bean Markup Language

The purpose of this section is to discuss the language
design problem that is defined by the requirement
list presented before. We do so by discussing how
these requirements have been addressed in the de-
sign of the Bean Markup Language (BML).

BML is a a declarative language for the composi-
tion of JavaBeans components. BML supports most
major component composition operations in a first–
class manner, and has a very low adoption cost both
for programmers and machines. In this section we
do not describe BML; we just focus on how BML
addresses the requirements of the previous section.
A detailed description of BML can be found in [18].
For a description of the JavaBeans component model
see [8, 15]. A simple example of how BML is used
to compose an application is included in figure 1.

XML Syntax

BML intentionally de–emphasizes the importance of
syntax. From the two alternatives of choosing a syn-
tax with multiple elements and structures (e.g., a
Java–like syntax), or following a relatively “syntax–
free” approach (e.g., the Lisp way), the second op-
tion was judged more likely to allow the language to
satisfy requirements 4 and 5 from Section . This is
the reason why XML was chosen as the meta lan-
guage upon which to define the language syntax. Its
XML syntax is in fact the main reason why BML
complies with those two requirements.

XML is a meta language for defining new lan-
guages that conform to the syntactic model of XML
[11]. XML is syntactically very simple, allowing very
limited syntactic options. The essential syntactic
choice is whether to use an XML attribute or an
XML element to represent features of the language.
XML, on the other hand, is already a widely em-
braced industry standard, its simple syntax is well
known by many developers, and supporting middle-
ware is available for all major computing platforms.

While a Java–like syntax would have the advan-
tage of providing a certain degree of familiarity to
Java developers, it would also have the disadvan-
tage to being only Java–like, and not exactly Java.
In fact, the intended user of BML is the component
composer, who may not even be a Java developer.

Binding Events

Binding communication channels is one of the main
composition operations described in Section . In
the JavaBeans model inter–component composition
channels are event streams. In order to do the bind-
ing, two requirements must be met:

• The event source must be notified of the listen-
ers’ interest in receiving the events.

• Event listeners must be of a suitable type which
is statically defined by the event source.

BML uses the < event− binding > element for this
purpose, as in the next example:

<bean class=’java.awt.Button’>
<bind-event name=’action’>
<bean class=’MyActionListener’

id=’a1’/>
</bind-event>

</bean>

Notice that the component ’a1’ must be of the appro-
priate type for this the binding operation to be valid.



0 <?xml version="1.0"?>
1
2 <script>
3 <bean class="java.awt.Frame" id="frame">
4 <property name="title" value="IBM Juggler"/>
5 <event-binding name="window" filter="windowClosing">
6 <script>
7 <call-method target="class:java.lang.System" name="exit">
8 <cast class="int" value="0"/>
9 </call-method>

10 </script>
11 </event-binding>
12
13 <add>
14 <bean class="demos.juggler.Juggler" id="Juggler"/>
15 <string value="Center"/>
16 </add>
17 <add>
18 <bean class="java.awt.Button">
19 <property name="label" value="Start"/>
20 <event-binding name="action">
21 <script>
22 <call-method target="Juggler" name="start"/>
23 </script>
24 </event-binding>
25 </bean>
26 <string value="North"/>
27 </add>
28 <add>
29 <bean class="java.awt.Button">
30 <property name="label" value="Stop"/>
31 <event-binding name="action">
32 <script>
33 <call-method target="Juggler" name="stop"/>
34 </script>
35 </event-binding>
36 </bean>
37 <string value="South"/>
38 </add>
39
40 <call-method name="pack"/>
41 <call-method name="show"/>
42 </bean>
43 <call-method target="Juggler" name="start"/>
44 </script>

Figure 1: The Juggler Script



This kind of binding of communication channels is
hence fairly restrictive as the components must be
statically designed to be aware of each other’s event
types. The following section discusses how this is
generalized to make event bindings more adaptable.

Writing “Glue” Code

Composing components that are not pre–designed
to be linked together often requires the writing of
“glue” code to solve these compositional mismatches
(recall requirement 2 from Section ). In the Jav-
aBeans case the problem is even worse because the
event binding architecture which requires that the
event listener implement a certain interface type.

BML addresses this requirement by allowing the
component composer to author glue code in any
of several traditional scripting languages. The cur-
rently supported languages include JavaScript, Jacl,
JPython and VBScript.

This is an important design point. Traditional
languages are better fit for writing glue code be-
cause, typically, the glue code does not perform com-
ponent composition, but rather some type of data
adaptation to allow components to interact. A com-
position language is clearly less suited for such tasks
than a traditional scripting language, except per-
haps for the most elementary ones. Observe also
that this further reinforces the clearer separation be-
tween component authoring and component compo-
sition: while JavaBeans authors are Java program-
mers, component composers need not be so.

The glue code is directly embedded in the com-
position script using a < script > element as the
child of an < event − binding >. In lines 20 to 24
in Figure 1, for instance, a BML script is provided
to cause the invocation of the “start” method when
an “action” event is received.

The code in these scripts is executed at run–time
when events are generated by the event source com-
ponent. However, BML provides static scoping for
the script, that is, any component that is referenced
by the script and was previously registered within
its lexical scope will be available during script eval-
uation.

Aggregation

Aggregation of components into hierarchies is an-
other major composition operation. BML sup-
ports it through the < add > element. The fol-
lowing example illustrates the process of adding

a java.awt.Button component to a java.awt.Panel
component:

<bean class=’java.awt.Panel’>
<add>
<bean class=’java.awt.Button’/>

</add>
</bean>

The meaning of an aggregation operation is de-
fined by the “container” into which aggregation is
occurring. This is the default target bean (in XML
terms, the parent < bean > element of the < add >),
unless otherwise stated by the < add > element.
BML’s approach is to stay away from differences
in the semantics of the operation; only its compo-
sitional significance is of interest.

The mechanics of how the aggregation is imple-
mented are part of BML’s assembly–time environ-
ment. This includes a registry (the adder registry)
of code fragments (adders) that implement specific
aggregation operations for specific container types.
The separation of the compositional meaning of the
operation from the mechanics of its implementation
mechanism serves to further increase the declarative
nature of BML: the component composer is only con-
cerned with the desired aggregation structure and
not with how that is to be actually realized.

Macro Expansion and Recursive Com-
position

BML has a form of macro expansion that sup-
ports treating existing BML scripts as defining pre–
configured components, which can then be embed-
ded and further configured on new scripts.

To achieve this BML allows using the name of a
BML file as the value of the class name attribute
in the < bean > element used to instantiate the
component. The nested BML file is evaluated re-
cursively and the resulting component is then used
as the default target bean for further composition
operations.

Consider this example:

<bean class=’redbutton.bml’>
<property name=’label’

value=’Red Button’/>
...

</bean>

where redbutton.bml is:

<bean class=’java.awt.Button’>
<property name=’background’



value=’0xff0000’/>
</bean>

In this example the first BML script takes the com-
ponent produced by evaluating redbutton.bml and
then sets its label property. The file redbutton.bml
takes a Button component and sets its background
color property to red and returns it. This simple
example illustrates how a nested BML script can be
used as defining a component which is then further
configured and composed.

This approach amounts to macro expansion with-
out parameterization. BML in fact allows parame-
terization of such scripts: the recursive invocation
can be given arguments similar to how constructor
arguments are given. The nested script can then re-
trieve the arguments and use them as it wishes. This
allows the nested script to effectively be a template
composition, with key parts filled in by the values of
the parameters.

Note that this type of parameterized macro ex-
pansion does not enable true recursive composition
because we can only manipulate the features of the
returned component and not of an entire composi-
tion.

Beyond BML

The BML approach can succesfully address most
of the core component composition operations, and
is designed to allow easy adoption in existing Java
development environments. BML’s applicability in
this space has been validated by its successful use
in several real–world applications as a composition
language to describe composite applications [17].

Strong annecdotal evidence leads us to believe
that BML’s choice of XML for a syntactic model
and its support for arbitrary scripting languages for
implementing “glue” code greatly enhanced BML’s
applicability in the real world. The main limitation
of BML’s composition approach is its inability to re-
cursively compose more and more complex compo-
sitions. That is, BML is strong at composing appli-
cations, or final compositions, and not at composing
other composable components.

There are several aspects to this problem. First
is how the interface of the composition is to be de-
fined. The interface of the composition consists of
descriptions of its properties, events and methods.
This problem is similar to that of designing an in-
terface definition language and is straightforwardly
solved. We have already designed and implemented

an XML–based language for defining the interfaces
of a composite component.

Once the composite component’s interface is de-
fined, it must be implemented. There are two ways
to do this: In one case, features of the components
that comprise the composite component can be ex-
posed as features of the composite component. For
example, properties and events of beans used in the
composition become properties and events of the
composition. Our approach to enabling this mecha-
nism is to extend the composition language to sup-
port “exporting” features of the beans used in the
composition.

In the second case, the features of the compos-
ite component are not direct features of any of the
components that form it. We call these “synthe-
sized” properties and events. Typically, one would
use scripting to provide the code supporting such
synthesized properties and events. The language will
also need to architect a way of “exporting” this logic
as part of the composite’s interface.

Our current activies with BML are to extend it to
support true recursive composition.

Composition Patterns and Frame-
works

Once the composition language supports recursive
composition, we can address how to build composi-
tion patterns and frameworks. A composition pat-
tern is a composition with pre–specified hooks where
specific component types can be inserted at a later
time. Composition patterns are to component com-
position what design patterns are for object–oriented
design. Once recursive composition and composi-
tion patterns are supported, component frameworks
(which are in many ways patterns with a broader
scope) can be built. We envision extending our ba-
sic XML–based approach with appropriate features
to cover the basic case of application composition
through the advanced case of component patterns
and frameworks.

Conclusion

We have presented our vision of component com-
position languages in this position paper. We first
identified a set of requirements of composition lan-
guages and then describe an approach for meeting
these requirements that is directly applicable to the
real world. Finally we considered how to evolve the
application composition language we have developed



to a truly recursive composition language supporting
composition patterns and frameworks.
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Abstract

We show how a component framework can be de�ned
at both type and instance level by using existing OO-
concepts. We propose to use as components pack-
ages of objects and as component classes packages of
classes. The component framework is based on a plug-
in framework for objects as our components can be
seen as single objects. These objects hide the inter-
nal structure of the component while at the same time
they document the expected properties of the compo-
nent. We illustrate our approach for the OO mod-
elling framework SOCCA which has a non trivial no-
tion of object/component behaviour.

1 Introduction

Components are an emerging �eld. From an object-
oriented viewpoint, a component can be seen as a
coarser grain modelling entity than a single object,
that is, components are essentially compositions of
sets of objects. Some examples are the Component
Object Model [1], CORBA [16, 8], design components
also known as patterns [5], frameworks [9, 18], real-
time constraints for components of objects [15] and
dynamic components [25].
We discuss the de�nition of a component and of

a component framework based on existing, well de-
veloped OO-concepts. We �rst introduce our notion
of a component and then introduce the ideas behind

our framework. We then illustrate our approach for
SOCCA where we show how our concepts support a
component framework with an advanced notion of the
behaviour of the plugged in components.

2 Components and Component

Classes

For the de�nition of a component, it seems natural
to reuse the notion of package. Packages are used
in many modelling/programming languages to struc-
ture and encapsulate the classes of a model and are
relatively well understood [17, 6, 14, 24]. We use as
component class a package and as component a col-
lection of objects [22]. Component classes are instan-
tiated to components where the classes of the com-
ponent class are instantiated to the objects of the
component. The component enforces visibility con-
straints between the objects not discussed here as we
focus on the de�nition of a component framework.
Consider as a simple example1 the component class

Bank of Figure 1 which contains a class for modelling
the o�ce for customers and a class for modelling the
accounting department . The package of classes is
adorned with the stereotype \Distinct" [22] to indi-
cate its role as a component class. For the exam-
ple situation, we can instantiate the component class

1The �gures use the [24] component notation of packages,
objects and classes
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Bank to two components, the Dutch banks ING and
ABN-AMRO respectively, as is shown in Figure 2.

office

<<Distinct>>
Bank

accounting

Figure 1: Bank as a component class

ABN-AMRO: Bank

a:accounting

f2:frontoffice

ING: Bank

f1:frontoffice

f’:frontoffice a’:accounting

Figure 2: The two banks as the components ING
and ABN �AMRO

3 On to a Component Frame-

work

We now de�ne a component framework which we base
on an object framework. We reduce the plugging in
of a component to the equivalent task of plugging in
of an object. As a �rst step in the de�nition of the
component framework, we de�ne an \object-like de-
scription" (OLD) of a component by composing the
constituent objects to get one object. In the same
way, we compose the classes in the component class
to get a single class. A package, in this paper a com-
ponent class, can be seen as a single class. We call
this class a class-like description (CLD) of the pack-
age/ component class [21]. This class is a composition
of the classes of the package. As such, the CLD of a
package is a composition of the constituent classes of
a component class.
For a data view, the de�nition of the CLD is not

very complicated. For example, in Figure 3(a), we
give a more evolved package which models a bank.

We have added two extra classes to model other ser-
vices of a bank. The CLD of the package of Figure
3(b) has as methods the methods of the classes of
the package. The internal structure of the package
is however hidden when viewed as a single class. A
package, i.e. a component class in this scenario, can
thus either be seen as a complex structure or as a
single class.

As such the CLD is a \block" as introduced in Sim-
ula [7] for the methods of the classes of a package.
Furthermore, various programming languages have a
notion of a nested class as, for example, in C++ [20]
and the inner classes of Java [11]. These complex
classes play the role of a traditional class and addi-
tionally structure and encapsulate classes. We use
packages for these \extra" roles and initially have a
simple notion of a class. The CLD of a package then
combines the various roles.

office
open
put
get

accounting
withdraw
add

Bank

savings
save

loans
request
addrent

(a) Bank

open
put
get
withdraw
save
request
addrent

CLD of Bank

(b) Class

Figure 3: The methods of the CLD

For a component class, the CLD is thus a composi-
tion of its contained classes. The OLD of a component
is a composition of the objects contained by the com-
ponent. Additionally, the OLD is an instance of the
CLD of the component class as is illustrated in Figure
4. The component class Bank is instantiated to one
component ING. The component can also be seen
as one composite object as an instance of the CLD of
the component class.

This approach, with respect to the data view, is a
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<<Distinct>>
Bank

Classes
of 

Bank

CLD
of 

old:CLD of Bank

instantiation

instantiation

descriptionObjects of
Classes

of 

ING:Bank

component

Bank

Bankdescription

class-like

component class

object-like

Figure 4: Overview

�rst step towards a component class framework based
on an underlying class framework. The underlying
class framework, represented by a graph, de�nes the
possible plugins for classes and the connections be-
tween the given set of classes. The plugins for classes
of the underlying class framework are the CLD de-
scriptions of the Component Classes of the Compo-
nent Class Framework. A Components class CC can
be plugged in for a Component Class P only if the
CLD of CC is compatible with the CLD of P . We
de�ne compatibility between classes through exist-
ing, relatively well understood notions of subtyping
[12, 2] or through a notion of reconciliation as for
example through the facade pattern [5].

For example, Figure 5 gives a component class
framework where three component classes A to C are
given which indicate where a component class can be
inserted. A component class CC can only be inserted
for B if the CLD of CC can be inserted in the under-
lying class framework. In this case the CLD of CC
must be compatible with the CLD of B.

A class framework is a basis for an object frame-
work. This framework, represented by a graph of ob-
jects, are objects instantiated from the classes of the
class framework. For each class c of the class frame-
work, the object framework has in its graph repre-
sentation the objects o1, o2, . . . as instances of c to
represent the possible objects which can be plugged

A B C

A

....

C

....

B

....

Component

Framework
Class

Class
Framework

CLD CLD CLD

Figure 5: Component Class Framework

in using the rules for subtyping.

We build the component framework on top of an
object framework, where a component can only be
plugged in if its OLD matches with an object of the
underlying object framework, much like the technique
we use for de�ning the component class framework.
A component C : CC can thus be plugged in for a
component O only if the OLD of C matches with the
OLD of O. The objects are, like for classes, de�ned
to match through subtyping. It is of interest to note
that this de�nition of compatibility between compo-
nents through subtyping rules for objects allows for
conciliation techniques between components [19] to
be applied at the level of objects.

Additionally, with respect to to the de�nition of the
component framework, the underlying object frame-
work is based on the underlying class framework of
the component class framework. This means the
constraints are cumulative. A component which is
plugged in must match at type and instance level.

More concrete, we give a part of the framework for
the example of Figure 4. In Figure 6, we have placed
the component class Bank and the component ING
in the framework. We can replace the component
ING with another bank by another bank, say the
ABN�AMRO, but this can only be done if the OLD
of the ABN �AMRO matches with the OLD of the
ING. We can thus test whether a new component
can take the place of the old component. We can
even upgrade the component at the type level; we
can, for example, add new services to the package
Bank. This is possible as long as the CLD of the

3



modi�ed bank matches with the old CLD of the bank
through a notion of subtyping.

<<Distinct>>
Bank

Classes
of 

Bank

CLD
of 
Bank

description

class-like

Objects of
Classes

of 

ING:Bank

Bank description
object-like

old:CLD of Bank

component

component class
framework

framework

...

......

......

......

class framework

object framework

Figure 6: The framework for the bank example

The complete framework thus consists of a com-
ponent class framework and a component framework
where the underlying class framework for the com-
ponent classes dictates the underlying object frame-
work of the component framework. In Figure 7, we
give an overview of our notion of the construction of
the framework.

Note that this approach can be made scalable for
an OO language with hierarchical packages, i.e. pack-
ages which contain classes and (sub)packages. This
is straightforward if the underlying class framework
supports a notion of hierarchical classes with well de-
�ned types as is done in [10] based on the language
BETA [13]. The plugging in of a hierarchical pack-
age is then expressed in terms of the plugging in of
a nested class which has as methods the methods of
the directly contained classes of the package. This
nested class further contains as classes the CLDs of
the subpackages of the package.

Component Class Framework

based
upon

Class Framework

Component Framework

based
upon

Object Framework

determines
determines

Figure 7: The Framework

4 A Component Framework in

SOCCA

In the previous section, we have used a simple notion
of a CLD and OLD to de�ne a framework for com-
ponents using only a simple data view de�nition of
the descriptors of packages/components. The prob-
lem is that other views are more di�cult to handle.
For example, the behavioral view is more di�cult,
as it implies the composition of the description of
behaviours of the constituents. Here one really has
to look into the OO-method to see how this can be
done. As an example, we show how behaviour works
for the modelling language SOCCA. With this more
complex notion of behaviour, the component frame-
work for SOCCA is able to handle the plugging in of
components with an advanced notion of behaviour.
First we briey discuss the modelling language

SOCCA [4, 3]. A reader is referred to [23] for a more
extensive introduction. After that, we briey show
how the behaviour of the constituents of a compo-
nent class can be composed. A reader is referred to
[21] for the full technical details.

SOCCA - (Speci�cation O f Coordinated
Cooperative Activities) - is a high-level speci�-
cation language as well as speci�cation approach for
object-oriented modelling. The behaviour of a class
is de�ned from several perspectives of which we here
only discuss the functionality and communication
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perspective to illustrate the high degree of paral-
lelism and the separation of concerns in modelling
functionality and coordination. Both perspectives
are based on State Transition Diagrams (STDs): di-
agrams with states and labelled transitions between
them.
With respect to the functionality perspective, with

each method of a class, we associate an internal be-
haviour STD, also called an employee, that describes
how that method is realised. Such an internal STD
essentially de�nes the calls the method can make.
Such an internal STD expresses the full potential be-
haviour of one method of a class. Each method of a
class, in essence, is fully parallel with all methods of
(other) classes. Coordination between the behaviour
is handled in the communication perspective.
Coordination is achieved by separate STDs, so

called managers, which dynamically prescribe sub-
processes to the internal STDs by restricting the cur-
rently possible behaviour. A subprocess, temporarily,
restricts the possible calling behaviour of a method.
New subprocesses are prescribed by managers when
the desired coordination has been achieved.
A class in SOCCA is thus de�ned with respect

to the functionality perspective by as many internal
STDs as the class has methods. With respect to the
communication perspective, the class is de�ned by
one or more managers which coordinate the meth-
ods of its own class and coordinates the clients of
these methods. The internal STDs and managers of
the classes of a model all run fully in parallel. Co-
ordination between the methods is achieved by the
managers which regulate their employees.
Due to this highly parallel approach to the de�ni-

tion of behaviour, the de�nition of the CLD of a pack-
age in SOCCA is relatively straightforward. With
respect to the functionality perspective, the internal
STDs of the methods of the classes of the package
essentially only have to be associated to the methods
of the CLD as is shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).
In Figure 8(a), we draw the internal STDs realising

the methods of a class in a box next to the class. The
CLD of the package P given in Figure8(b) groups the
internal STDs of the classes in P as this class has as
methods the methods of the classes in p.
In a similar way, the managers of the classes of a

P

C1

M1

C2

M2
iStd2iStd1

M3

C3

M4
M5

iStd2

iStd5

iStd3

iStd4

(a)

M1
M2
M3

CLD of P

M5

iStd1
iStd2
iStd3
iStd4
iStd5M4

(b)

Figure 8: Example of relocating the internal STDs

package are grouped together as the managers of the
CLD of the package.

The CLD of a package in SOCCA thus captures the
parallel behaviour and coordination of the classes of
the package in one class. As such, this class captures
the behaviour of a SOCCA package as a component
class.

In SOCCA the OLD of a component captures the
behaviour of the constituent objects in much the
same fashion. An object is de�ned with respect to
the functionality and communication perspective by
instances of the methods and managers of the classes.
The instantiated methods and managers are associ-
ated to the OLD of the component. In Figure 9 we
once more give the example component of Figure 4.
In the �gure, the method open of a constituent of the
component class is instantiated to a method of a con-
stituent object of the component. This instantiated
method is associated to the OLD of the component.
This method is an instance of the same method of
the CLD of the component class.
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Figure 9: Overview

5 Conclusion

The package concept in OO can be used to de�ne
components and a component classes. We get ab-
stract views of components by composing both ob-
jects and classes. With this notion of composition
of objects, we have shown how a component frame-
work can be constructed using existing OO concepts.
We demonstrated how this framework de�nes a com-
plex notion of component behaviour for the language
SOCCA.
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Abstract

The creation of composite services from service compo-
nents at runtime can be achieved using several different
techniques. In the first approach, two or more components
collaborate while each component remains distinct, and
potentially distributed, within a network. In the second
approach, a new composite service is formed where all of
the functionality of that service is contained in a single new
component. Our goal is to design an architecture to sup-
port the runtime creation of composite services, using
existing software technologies, and without the need for a
complex compositional language. In this paper, we com-
pare techniques for dynamic service composition and dis-
cuss the requirements of an infrastructure that would be
needed to support these approaches. 

1. Introduction 

One of the goals of component-oriented programming
has traditionally been to facilitate the break up of cumber-
some and often difficult to maintain applications into sets
of smaller, more manageable components [7]. This can be
done either statically at design-time or load-time, or
dynamically at runtime. Selecting ready-made components
to construct an application is sufficient for a relatively
straightforward system with specific operations that are not
likely to change frequently. However, if the system has a
loosely defined set of operations to carry out, components
must be able to be upgraded dynamically or composed at
runtime. It is this need for dynamic software composition
that we will examine in this paper.

2. Defining the Problem

Our research group has previously approached the prob-
lem of dynamic software composition as it relates to high-
availability systems. Before we define the approach to
runtime composition taken in this paper, we will briefly
describe our previous experiences in the area of software 

hot-swapping.

2.1. Software Hot-swapping

Software hot-swapping is defined as the process of
upgrading software components at runtime in systems
which cannot be brought down easily, cannot be switched
offline for long periods of time, or cannot wait for software
to be recompiled once changes are made [3]. These sys-
tems include critical high-availability systems such as con-
trol systems and many less-critical but still soft real-time,
data-oriented systems such as telecommunications systems
and network management applications. An infrastructure
that supports software hot-swapping must take into account
many factors. There are synchronization and timing issues
such as when an upgrade can occur and the maximum time
window allowed for an upgrade. The size and definition of
the incremental swap unit or module must be defined. The
series of transactions required to carry out how that unit
can be dynamically introduced into a running system must
be defined. The state of the system must be known at all
times. Placing the target system in a state where a swap can
occur, capturing the state prior to the swap, swapping the
module, restoring the system state, and then switching the
system over to the new swapped module must all be han-
dled. A failure recovery mechanism must also be in place
to rollback an unsuccessful swap without affecting the exe-
cution of the running system. System performance must
not be compromised and additional side-effects of the
swapping process must be minimized. We have developed
a prototype infrastructure to support this approach to
dynamic software upgrading which takes into account the
aforementioned issues. It is described in more detail in
another paper [3]. Projects such as SOFA/DCUP [9] have
also provided infrastructures to support dynamic compo-
nent updating in running applications.

2.2. Motivation

While component composition at runtime in high-avail-
ability systems poses some interesting challenges, it is
focussed on a specific type of system. Many systems can-
not be classified as high-availability. For this reason, a
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more generic composition infrastructure that is not over-
complicated with the difficult timing, synchronization, and
transactional concerns of a hot-swapping solution would be
more appropriate. 

The composition architecture described in this paper is
dedicated to the creation of composite network services
from service components. The research is motivated by
that fact that in many areas of network computing the need
for more complex services is rapidly increasing. As stan-
dardized means for service lookup and deployment become
available, the ability to compose composite services out of
service components becomes more realistic. The rest of
this paper is devoted exclusively to defining and develop-
ing a tailored, dynamic service composition solution.

3. Dynamic Service Composition

Dynamic service composition differs from other forms
of software composition since it deals exclusively with net-
work services. Network services are individual compo-
nents, which can be distributed within a network
environment, that provide a specific set of well-defined
operations. There are two main alternative approaches to
dynamic service composition. In the first approach, multi-
ple service components communicate with one another as
separate entities to provide an enhanced service that is
accessible through a common interface. In the second
approach, service components are combined at runtime to
provide this enhanced service as a single, self-contained
entity. The choice of “communication” or “integration”
must be made at the time a composite service is requested
by the user. Our architecture will provide some support for
automating this choice based on the requirements data col-
lected for a particular composition scenario.

The first step in creating any composite service is to
locate the service components that provide the functional-
ity that is to be placed in the new service. To facilitate this
process, all service components must be stored in a compo-
nent directory that can be accessed at runtime. Searches of
this directory must be tailored to the compositional
attributes of the components. In other words, each compo-
nent must have a clear description of the operations it can
carry out, what methods (if any) can be extracted from it or
used in the creation of a composite, and the input and out-
put requirements of the component. Once the appropriate
service components are located, we must determine the
type of dynamic composition we will perform. There are
various tradeoffs associated with the selection of a particu-
lar composition method. In many cases, more than one
method is possible. However, the selection of the best
method should be based on how the composite service will
be used and the efficiency requirements of the resulting
service. Another objective is to minimize unanticipated
service behaviors once the composite is complete. 

3.1. Creating a Composite Service Interface

The following approach can be used if a high-level of
software performance for the service composite is not
required. The idea is to create a new interface that will
make a set of collaborating services appear as a single
composite service. We have made use of an extended
Facade design pattern [4] to help us create this interface.
The Facade pattern is intended to provide a unified inter-
face to a set of components and handle the delegation of
incoming requests to the appropriate component. However,
this is done statically at design-time. Our Dynamic Facade
pattern facilitates the updating of the composite service
interface as components are added at runtime. If the ser-
vices taking part in the composite service are not co-
located on the same network node and are instead distrib-
uted throughout the network, messages will need to be sent
between the components via the interface. We are currently
examining the potential for a distributed Dynamic Facade
pattern to delegate incoming requests to the appropriate
service components even if those components are not
located on the same network node. In a distributed compos-
ite service, we would expect a slight decrease in response
time or operational performance. Figure 1 illustrates the
realization of a composite service interface.

Figure 1. Composite service interface

The primary advantage of this technique is the speed at
which a composite can be created. This is due to the fact
that a new component does not need to be constructed. In
other words, no code needs to be moved or integrated from
any of the components involved in order for the composite
service to function. This technique is also referred to as
interface fusion since the interfaces of each service compo-
nent involved are merged into a single new interface. How-
ever, the interfaces of services 1 to n cannot simply be
“glued” together. Modifications will be required to prop-
erly direct incoming messages to the appropriate compo-
nents and in the proper sequence. 

3.2. Creating a Stand-alone Composite Service

If the performance of the composite service is more crit-
ical, creating a stand-alone composite service is a better

Interface containing part or all of the method signatures from Services
1 to n created using a Dynamic Facade pattern (running on Node 1)

Service 1
(running on Node 2)

Service n
(running on Node 3)



solution than interface fusion. Performance may be
improved since all of the code of the composite service is
located on the same node (see Figure 2). There are two pri-
mary means of creating a stand-alone composite service. 

Figure 2. Stand-alone composite service

One approach leads to the dynamic assembly of service
components in a way that is analogous to an assembly of
pipes and filters. Jackson and Zave also adopt this tech-
nique in their distributed feature composition (DFC) archi-
tecture [6]. As in DFC, our architecture has the typical
advantages of the pipe-and-filter architectural style. The
main advantage is all service components can remain inde-
pendent. This means they do not need to share state infor-
mation and they are not aware or dependent on other
service components. They behave compositionally and the
set of service components making up a composite service
can be changed at runtime. 

Figure 3 shows a basic configuration for a set of service
components to be assembled. The input to the composite
service is sent to the first service component, hich in turn,
sends its output to the input of the next service component
in the chain. 

Figure 3. A pipe-and-filter architecture (serial
chaining) of service components within
a stand-alone composite service

Obviously, each service component must be capable of
handling the input it is given. A different result may be
obtained if the components are re-ordered. The order in
which components are assembled and the input require-
ments and output results of each component are specified
in the service specification of each component. This ser-
vice specification is physically stored with the component
since the infrastructure will need to read it prior to deter-
mining if it will be required in a given composition sce-
nario.

 
Figure 4. More complex component interconnec-

tion within a stand-alone component

Figure 4 shows the potential for more complex intercon-
nections of service components. In this case, the operations
performed by service component 2 are required several
times in sequence. A loopback data flow can be used to
achieve this without the need to chain several replications
of the same component in sequence. Support for a loop-
back feature must be provided by the service component.
This capability is also documented in the service specifica-
tion of the component.

 

Figure 5. An assembly of composable methods
from several service components into a
single new service containing a single
body of code

The second approach to creating a new stand-alone ser-
vice is shown in Figure 5. Here, the service logic, or code,
of each service component is assembled within a new com-
posite service. In general, all of the code from each compo-
nent cannot be reused since certain methods are specific to
an individual service or are not useful in the context of a
composite service. For this reason, composable methods
are identified in the service specification of each compo-
nent. The appropriate sections of the service specifications
from each component involved are also assembled to form
the service specification of the composite service. The
runtime creation of a new and functional service specifica-
tion ensures that this new composite service has all of the
basic attributes of any other service. This upholds the
widely accepted principal that the composite should itself
be composable [12].

 The primary advantage of a stand-alone composite ser-
vice is it can be reused and composed easily with other ser-
vices. Reuse of a composite service interface is more
difficult since the service components providing the func-
tionality are not contained in a single entity. Another
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advantage is the new composite service will execute at a
higher level of performance with regard to internal mes-
sage transmission since all of the code is executing in the
same location. 

Constructing a stand-alone composite service at runtime
is a very complex undertaking. While many of the pro-
cesses common to both forms of dynamic service composi-
tion are still present (refer back to section 3), other
challenges exist. The largest of these is to create a new
functional service and successfully deploy it in a relatively
short period of time. While the process of combining runt-
ime services could be performed prior to when the service
is actually needed, with the composite stored in a library
for future use, we are more interested in determining to
what extent the runtime construction of a composite ser-
vice for immediate use is feasible.

Now that we are familiar with the terminology and pro-
cesses of dynamic service composition, we can determine
the requirements of a service composition architecture that
will support the creation of such services.

4. Proposed Architecture

We stated earlier that our goal is to design an architec-
ture that makes use of existing technologies. We can justify
this choice, over implementing a proprietary solution, since
our prototype will not support components that were not
originally designed to function as part of a composite ser-
vice. This does not mean that all possible compositions
have to be envisioned before the component can be
designed. We still allow the content of the composite ser-
vice to be determined at runtime. We simply define a set of
requirements that each service component must satisfy in
order for it to be used in our architecture.

4.1. Basic Requirements

The most critical element of a composable service com-
ponent is the service specification. The service specifica-
tion contains the inputs, outputs, dependencies and
constraints of the service, in addition to a detailed descrip-
tion of the operations it performs. Another important fea-
ture is the composable service component must be easy to
locate and retrieve. This is also facilitated by the service
specification, which is examined by the infrastructure dur-
ing service lookup and retrieval. Finally, the code of each
service component can be fully reusable or partially reus-
able. As we mentioned earlier, all composable methods
must be clearly specified in the service specification of the
component. It will be impossible for the infrastructure to
determine at runtime if code within a service component
can be reused unless it has been explicitly labeled as reus-
able.

An architecture supporting dynamic service composi-
tion must have a repository or library of composable ser-
vice components. This library must allow a service,
matching a well-defined set of attributes, to be retrieved in
a relatively short period of time. To achieve this, the archi-
tecture must have a means of examining the service speci-
fication of a service component. This will require that the
service specification be written using a well-structured
description language to allow for straightforward parsing
of the specification file. Finally, the architecture will
require a valid component model in order to support com-
ponent composition. 

4.2. Selection of Available Technologies and 
Required Extensions

Technologies are currently available that can be used to
create an architecture to support dynamic service composi-
tion within a service domain. However, many of these
technologies provide only a partial solution and must be
extended and customized to work under the conditions out-
lined in this paper – conditions which were not necessarily
anticipated during the design of these technologies. 

We have purposely avoided developing or using a com-
positional language similar to Lava [7] or CHAIMS [1]
since these languages are more appropriate for solving the
problem of generic software composition. A compositional
language facilitates the following activities: it allows com-
ponents to be defined within existing non-segmented code,
it allows the state and behavior of a component to be inher-
ited by another component, it allows components to be
dynamically adapted, or it allows components to be modi-
fied at runtime [2]. However, we are not interested in
“componentizing” a monolithic software system. This is a
completely different body of research with challenges that
we feel will hinder our particular interests in dynamic com-
position of components. Our approach does not facilitate
the restructuring of a previously designed system into
smaller, more manageable components but rather allows a
new system to be designed so it can exploit the advantages
of a dynamic component-based architecture. 

We have chosen to use Jini connection technology [11],
developed by Sun Microsystems, as our service repository
and retrieval system. We chose Jini because it is a distrib-
uted computing technology that facilitates the lookup and
deployment of service components by providing the neces-
sary networking infrastructure and distributed program-
ming facilities. We have created a Jini service called the
Composition Manager to oversee all aspects of dynamic
service composition.

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts
in the JavaBeans component model. However, we will
briefly describe the key features of the Extensible Runtime
Containment and Services Protocol (ERCSP) for Java-



Beans [10] since it provides the facilities we will use for
dynamic composition. The ERCSP standard extension pro-
vides an API that enables Beans to interconnect at runtime.
It enables a Bean to interrogate its environment for certain
capabilities and available services. This allows the Bean to
dynamically adjust its behavior to the container or context
in which it finds itself. The API consists of two parts: a log-
ical containment hierarchy for Beans components and a
method of discovering the services that are provided by
Beans within such a hierarchy. The containment hierarchy
enables grouping of Beans in a logical manner which can
easily be navigated. This grouping is established through
the use of a BeanContext container. A BeanContext can of
course contain other BeanContexts thus allowing for any
arbitrary grouping of components. The Services API within
the ERCSP gives Beans a standard mechanism to discover
which services other Beans may provide and to connect to
these Beans to make use of those services. Beans can use
introspection to find each other’s capabilities.  

Figure 6. Service component

Figure 6 shows how JavaBeans can be nested within a
Jini service to create a service component. In this way we
can use Jini for component storage and retrieval while tak-
ing advantage of the compositional features of the Java-
Beans component model. We have shown the service
specification in this diagram to highlight the enhancements
we have made to the JavaBean. A stand-alone composite
service can be created by introducing a BeanContext from
one service component into another service component at
runtime since BeanContexts can be nested. 

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is used to for-
mat data into structured information containing both con-
tent and semantic meaning [5]. XML provides a convenient
and highly effective way to encode a service specification
in such a way that the Composition Manager can quickly
determine the attributes of that service and the operations it
can perform.

Figure 7 shows how we have enhanced the Jini Lookup
Service to include an XML parser. This will allow us to
read the service specification stored in each service compo-
nent at runtime. A limited example of an XML service
specification is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. An enhanced Jini lookup service which
includes an XML parsing facility 

Figure 8. A simple XML service specification

5. Applications

There are many potential applications for our proposed
dynamic service composition architecture. Of particular
interest to our research group is the creation of Internet
Protocol (IP) telephony services and Intelligent Network
(IN) services within the Public Switched Telephone Net-
work (PSTN) [8]. Dynamic service composition has cre-
ated exciting opportunities for the development of a new
service architecture for these telecommunication infra-
structures. IN services are designed to add new service
logic and data to the existing forms of switched telecom-
munication networks. The IN platform provides greater
flexibility for service creation and allows services to be
customized to suit the exact requirements of a particular
customer. IN-based services rely on service-independent
building blocks (SIBs) which are the smallest units in ser-
vice creation. SIBs are reusable and can be chained
together in various combinations to create services. They
are defined to be independent of the specific service they
are performing and the technologies used in their realiza-
tion. SIBs were not originally designed to take advantage
of object-oriented concepts and this is one area where the
Jini and JavaBean-based service components, described
earlier, could be advantageous. Another enhancement our
architecture will provide over a SIB-based implementation
is runtime component assembly and deployment. Decisions
on which service components will be assembled are made

Service Component (Jini Service)

BeanContext

Service  Specification

Enhanced JavaBean

Service Object

Enhanced Jini Lookup
Service

Service Component

Java API for XML Parsing
(JAXP)

Service Component

<?XML version="1.0" ?>
<SERVICE>
<DESCRIPTION>

<NAME>Call Forward Unconditional</NAME>
<VENDOR>Carleton University</VENDOR>
<VERSION>1.3.2</VERSION>
<PROTOCOL>H.323</PROTOCOL>

</DESCRIPTION>
<PROPERTIES>

<COMPOSABLE>Yes</COMPOSABLE>
<INPUTS>Caller, Call Agent</INPUTS>
<OUTPUTS>Callee, Gatekeeper</OUTPUTS>
<CHAINING_ORDER>First</CHAINING_ORDER>
<COMPOSABLE_METHODS>Forward, Log Call Info</COMPOSABLE
METHODS>

</PROPERTIES>
</SERVICE>



dynamically based on user requirements and are not prede-
termined at design time as in the SIB approach.

It is a commonly held view within the telecommunica-
tion industry that IP-based networks will not replace the
PSTN in the short-term [8]. The gradual migration towards
IP networks, however, will require hybrid services that can
operate in a variety of network environments. In order to
accelerate the integration these new networks with the
existing infrastructure, services may need to be provided
by a variety of parties including the vendors of the network
equipment. Vendors are aware of the issues related to pro-
tocol convergence and therefore will be involved in the
development of the majority of hybrid services. The archi-
tecture proposed in this paper allows services developed by
vendors, service providers, and individual users to be inte-
grated together assuming they are compliant with a basic
set of agreed upon compositional requirements.

5.1. Example

In order to illustrate the types of services that are
enabled by our architecture, we will describe a composite
IP telephony service that makes use of data, multimedia,
and e-commerce service components. A single service pro-
vider will deploy this composite service to the display of a
telephone handset or wireless phone. This service will
allow a customer to use their phone to make a hotel reser-
vation in a city with which they are unfamiliar. 

In this scenario, a customer interacts with a reservation
service, which is downloaded by the hotel company, over
the Internet using the phone. The user proceeds to search
for a hotel in the city of interest. Once a hotel is found, the
customer is asked if they are interested in seeing a map of
the area surrounding the hotel or a list of attractions. This
information may or may not be provided by the hotel com-
pany itself. If another service provider is able to offer these
services, the user may want to use them without having to
go through the hassle of signing up for each service indi-
vidually. Ideally, the user is not even aware that a third
party is providing the service. 

We assume that before these additional services can be
provided, the hotel company will have to make agreements
with a set of service component providers to gain access to
certain types of information components. These informa-
tion components could then be used to create a composite
service that would be deployed to the customer. Alterna-
tively, the customer could subscribe to a travel service that
would provide a list of additional information services that
the user could access. In the later case, one possibility
would be for the dynamic service composition architecture
provided by the travel service to deploy a composite ser-
vice interface, involving the information components
requested by the user, to the phone set. If large amounts of
multimedia data are required, as would be the case with an

interactive map, a stand-alone composite service may be
created and deployed to the phone set instead. If the cus-
tomer wants to make a reservation with the hotel or pay a
deposit on the room, a secure e-commerce transaction com-
ponent may also be a part of the composite service that is
ultimately deployed.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents two approaches to dynamic compo-
sition of service components and a proposed software
architecture to support these techniques. A composite ser-
vice interface can be created if the composition needs to be
carried out in a relatively short period of time. However,
there is limited reuse potential for this service since the ser-
vice components involved in the composite service may be
distributed on several network nodes. The advantage of
interface fusion is that it is relatively straightforward to
assemble the interface and deploy the composite service.

The second method is to create a stand-alone composite
service. This is considerably more difficult since code must
be physically moved from one component into another. It
takes a much longer time to construct a stand-alone com-
posite service since the service specification must be cre-
ated from the service specifications of the member
components and a completely new component must be
assembled. The advantage, however, is that this new ser-
vice can be stored in a service component directory for
future use. It is a valid service component just like its mem-
ber service components and therefore has reuse potential. 

Currently, a prototype of our composable service archi-
tecture is under development. We are instrumenting our
system with performance metrics and plan to carry out a
scalability analysis in an effort to quantify the limitations
of our proposed solution. We realize that scalability is
already an issue with Jini since the technology is targeted
to a network (or workgroup) of one thousand nodes in size.
Therefore, the applicability of Jini in larger networks is
doubtful. However, this problem can be handled to some
extent with a hierarchical infrastructure organization. Once
our prototype implementation is complete, we will focus
on developing applications of dynamic service composition
such as IP telephony and multimedia service composition
and the runtime assembly of new network management
services.
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Abstract 

Component composition is either done manually in a 
component assembly tool or with specific applications 
(wizards). However, from the view of the application 
programmer this situation is not satisfactory. Wizards 
are not flexible enough and their creation requires 
substantial efforts. Doing everything manually is 
annoying, requires quite a good knowledge of the used 
components and increases the training period of the 
application programmer considerably.  

This paper describes a new approach for composing a 
set of JavaBeans using so-called bean plans. A bean 
plan is a partial description of a set of beans and their 
wiring. It describes a semi-finished bean suite with 
some JavaBeans being already preconfigured and 
preconnected and others being still isolated. The plan 
does not describe a fixed wiring of components, but can 
contain interactive decision spots, where the application 
programmer can interactively take some decisions about 
the composition.  The application programmer can later 
complete the ensemble with any component assembly 
tool by defining missing connections and overriding 
preconfigured properties. The plan is shipped together 
with the bean suite and it relieves the application 
programmer from routine configuration tasks . BeanPlan 
is the scripting language for writing bean plans and will 
be described in this paper. 

Keywords : Components, Compositional Patterns, 
Composition Automation, JavaBeans 

 

1. Introduction 

Software components offer solutions to various 
software engineering problems, e.g. how to build and 
maintain complex software systems in a changing 
environment. The idea is to acquire prefabricated and 
well-tested software components on the market and to 
compose them to new applications. There are already 
markets [1] for components as well as some common 
understanding about the term software component [2]. 

Software composition divides the development 
process into two parts. First, the component developer 
that writes new component libraries and second, the 
application programmer uses them to compose his 
applications. Different individuals often take these parts. 
This leads to a knowledge gap, as the application 
programmer has to determine how and in which context 
he can apply the different components. 

This paper introduces the idea of bean plans that tries 
to bridge this gap. A bean plan describes how an 
application programmer typically glues components of a 
given library together, i.e. it captures domain knowledge. 
The application programmer processes these plans with a 
plan builder. The builder instantiates the plan and 
consults the programmer if necessary. The plan does not 
describe a fixed wiring of components, but can contain 
interactive decision spots, where the application 
programmer can interactively take some decisions about 
the composition. Our current implementation is tuned 
toward JavaBeans [Sun97], however one may apply the 
idea also to other component technologies, e.g. 
Microsoft’s COM [3]. 

Normally, the application programmer can choose 
from various ways to glue JavaBeans together: Visual 
composition (e.g. with VisualAge), scripting languages 
(e.g. JavaScript [4]) or Java [5] itself. However, before 
he is able to combine the components, he has to know 
which kinds of components exist and how he can 
combine them. Component libraries (bean suites) often 
contain some kind of documentation that describes the 
look of typical composition patterns. However, each 
time the application programmer wants to use the beans 
he has to remember one of the typical composition 
patterns, to hope that the documentation is accurate and 
to instantiate the chosen composition pattern by hand 
(component by component). Considering a suite with 
many components, it is a tedious task to find the right 
components and to instantiate and glue them together 
according to the desired composition pattern. Our bean 
builder and the bean plans automate this process by 
supplying the programmer with insider knowledge of the 
bean developer.  



A bean plan is written in a scripting language 
(BeanPlans) that is instantiated by the plan builder tool. 
The instantiated plan guides application programmers 
semi-automatically - similarly to a wizard - through the 
assembly process. In contrast to a wizard, a plan is not 
fixed but can be modified. It is like a composition 
template with optionally some degrees of freedom. A 
plan may contain interactive decision spots that offer 
choices to the application programmer.  

The idea is similar to a prefabricated house, where the 
customer (application programmer) can influence some 
details of his new house. When a customer wants to have 
a house built, he asks the architect (the plan builder tool) 
for the available types of houses (the available plans). 
After having selected the appropriate type of house, the 
architect walks through the plan together with the 
customer and they settle all the design decisions that 
have not already been fixed by the plan, e.g. the kind of 
heating, the material for the floor and the windows, etc. 
Then the architect builds the house (the plan builder 
creates the bean ensemble and wires them). Finally, the 
house (the bean ensemble) can be used (by the end user), 
but this is completely separated from the building 
process. 

An application programmer uses bean plans at design-
time, i.e. when he wires the components to a new 
application. Plans are instantiated at a different point in 
time than other scripting languages for component 
composition as e.g. Piccola [6] or JavaScript. These 
languages are interpreted at run-time, i.e. at the computer 
of the end user while the actual application runs.  

Currently, our plan builder produces an XML [6] 
description of the composed beans. Sun Microsystems 
tries to establish this as a standard just now [7]. It 
submitted its “Long-Term Persistence for JavaBeans” to 
the Java Community Process [8]. We hope that - by the 
time this paper is published - commercial bean assembly 
tools support this upcoming standard and are able to read 
design descriptions in XML.  

The paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 
describes the context and roles that can work with bean 
plans and chapter 3 gives an extended example. A 
detailed description of Interactive Decision Spots can be 
found in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, we draw some 
conclusions and outline our plans for the future. 

2. Working with Bean Plans 

Chapter 1 introduced the ideas underlying the concept 
of a bean plan. Such a plan serves as the means with 
which an expert of a given bean suite can pass on his 
expert knowledge to other persons. A typical commercial 
available bean suite (beans collection) consists of a bag 
full of beans with – hopefully – documentation in some 

human readable text format, e.g. PDF or HTML. This 
“state of the art” is quite annoying, as the buyer of the 
suite, i.e. the application programmer, depends on the 
completeness and accuracy of this documentation. This 
requires him to create typical deployment patterns of the 
suite manually which again requires an in depth 
knowledge of the possible interactions between beans 
within the suite. However, an application programmer 
typically is not interested in the internal concepts of the 
suite, but only on its interface to the surrounding context. 

Let us assume we have a bean suite that offers 
statistical functionality. A typical set-up consists of three 
beans: A data collector that supplies the input data, an 
evaluator that performs some statistical operation on the 
data, and a visualizer that presents the result in a 
diagram. One or several events interconnect these beans 
with each other. For example, the data collector fires an 
event when it can deliver a new data element, the 
evaluator reacts on it and fires an event which notifies 
the visualizer that the results have changed. In order to 
get this set-up, our mythical application programmer has 
to create all beans manually within his component 
assembly environment. Afterwards, he has to 
interconnect them to enable the desired information 
flow. To do this, he has to know not only the information 
about where he has to feed the statistical data and which 
bean displays the statistic output, but also the way in 
which the three statistic beans interact with each other. 

This is the point where bean plans come into the 
picture. They offer a way, in which the creator of the 
bean suite can supply the application programmer with 
enough information to avoid the need for this 
knowledge. The plan guides the application programmer 
semi automatically (similar to a wizard) through the 
assembly process. In contrast to a wizard, a plan is not a 
fixed application but a script that the plan builder 
instantiates (see Figure 1). 

plan builder
bean

assembly
tool

XML
description

BeanPlan
script file

Java class
files  

Figure 1: Deployment sequence of beans 
assembly using bean plans 

The application programmer starts by choosing a 
suitable bean plan. The plan builder instantiates the 
chosen plan and instantiates the declared beans, sets their 
properties and registers them for events of other beans. 
The plan builder does this semi-automatically, because a 
bean plan can contain spots where  the application 
programmer can select among a variety of alternatives 
for beans to be plugged in, i.e. similar to multiple-choice 



questions. We call them interactive decision spots. The 
writer of the plan decides which and how many of these 
spots exist, i.e. how many decisions an application 
programmer has to supply whenever this plan is 
instantiated. Using more of them increases the plan’s 
degrees of freedom but reduces the degrees of 
automation. Exa mples for such decisions may be the 
actual value of a property (e.g. the foreground colour 
used in one or several buttons), whether or not there 
shall be a visualisation bean or if there shall be a 
visualisation bean about the actual type of the bean (bar 
chart or pie chart).  

The XML output of the plan builder is a concrete 
instantiation of the general concept of the plan (similar 
to an object that is a concrete instantiation of a class). 
However, currently there are discussions about different 
models for long-term persistence of JavaBeans, e.g. 
BeanScript [7]. We hope, that by the time this paper is 
published, the producers of bean assembly tools agreed 
on a common persistence model. This would allow 
application programmers to exchange their composed 
set-ups between assembly environments as well as to 
import the instantiated plans into their own assembly 
environments. This would greatly ease the use of a new 
bean suite, as the plan considerably reduces the initial 
effort necessary to understand the suite’s concept. 
Finally, the output of bean assembly tools is a collection 
of Java class files that make up the assembled 
application.  

Plans consist of a sequence of variable declarations 
followed by the definition of bean interactions. A 
variable represents a bean, another plan or a string. A 
variable of type Bean represents an actually instantiated 
component. A variable of type Plan depicts a previously 
instantiated sub-plan. Sub-plans allow hierarchical 
decomposition. Finally, a variable of type String stores 
the result of a previously executed decision spot for later 
retrieval, e.g. the name of the application programmer’s 
favourite foreground colour that all visual beans with the 
property for the foreground colour should use. Plans end 
with the definition of the desired bean interactions. The 
task of this part is to define the desired / necessary event 
binding and wires the previously declared beans. 

3. An Extended Example 

This chapter illustrates some of the key concepts of 
bean plans using an extended example. We use a bean 
plan for the composition of a GUI from JavaBeans. The 
plan JTableView describes a typical wiring of JTable, 
TableModel, JButton and visual containers. Figure 2 
shows the containment hierarchy of the used JavaBeans. 

JPanel

Refresh

JScrollPane

TableModel

JTable

 

Figure 2: Containment Hierarchy 

We divide the example code into several code 
snippets for presentation reasons. This code shows how 
several Beans are customized by setting fixed properties, 
by asking the application programmer to fill in missing 
values and by gluing them together with event listeners 
and hierarchical dependencies. 

import javax.swing.*; 
import java.awt.event.* ; 
import java.awt.Color; 
import java.awt.BorderLayout; 
import javax.swing.table.TableModel; 
 
plan JTableView { 
Bean refreshButton = new JButton { 
//set property text 
text = “Refresh”; 
} 

This code defines the plan JTableView that contains 
(up to now) one bean declaration. The declared bean 
refreshButton is of class javax.swing.JButton. Within its 
initialiser (the curly brackets), we assign the value 
“Refresh” to the property text. 

//ask the programmer to pick  
//a TableModel and show 
//the appropriate customizer or 
//property sheet of the model 
Bean tableModel = customized new  
    
 <TableModel> {} 
 
Bean tableView = new JTable { 
 autoCreateColumnsFromModel=true; 
 model = tableModel; 
} 

This snippet declares two new beans: tableModel and 
tableView. The visual bean tableView of class JTable 
displays the data provided by the non-visual bean 
tableModel of class TableModel. Typically, the 
component palette of the component assembly 



environment contains several classes of table models, 
e.g. a model that queries a database, or a model that 
fetches its data from a regular file. Some of these models 
may even be unknown to the writer of the plan. This 
variety is expressed in the plan using interactive decision 
spots. Angle brackets surround decision spots, which 
enable user interaction during the execution of the plan. 
In our example, the decision spot allows the application 
programmer to exchange the class of the TableModel 
with one of its subclasses. The builder checks for all 
known types that are compatible with TableModel and it 
creates a user dialog with the possible choices. The result 
of this dialog is then used for the actual instantiation of 
the bean tableModel.  

The above snippet introduces another feature. The 
keyword customized opens the corresponding bean 
customizer for the actual type after the bean has been 
instantiated and initialised. The plan writer can use this 
feature to offer additional flexibility. If the chosen class 
has a customizer, the application programmer has to 
walk through the customizer. Otherwise, the plan builder 
displays the bean’s property sheet. 

Bean jScrollPane1 = new JScrollPane { 
 viewPortView = tableView;  
} 
   
Bean container = new JPanel { 
 layout = new BorderLayout; 
 //ask the programmer for a
 //background color  
 //using the appropriate  
 //property editor 
 background = <>;  
 add (jScrollPane1,  
   BorderLayout.CENTER); 
 add (refreshButton, 
    BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
} 

In this snippet, we first create the JScrollPane 
jScrollPane1 that contains our tableView, i.e. we set the 
property viewPortView accordingly. Finally we create 
the instance container of type JPanel, set its layout and 
background property and invoke its method add twice. 
The plan sets the property background to “<>”. Using 
the bare angle brackets tells the builder to invoke the 
appropriate property editor, in this case the colour 
picker. Finally, the initialiser invokes the method add of 
container to add jScrollPane1 and refreshButton to the 
top-level visual container. 

// interconnect beans using events 
on 
refreshButton.Action.actionPerformed 
call tableView.repaint(); 

Plans define the event bindings at the end of their 
definitions after all beans have been declared. In this 
example, we want that the pressing of refreshButton 
causes tableView to be repainted. tableView is not an 
ActionListener and therefore the event 
ActionListener.actionPerformed of refreshButton 
invokes the method tableView.repaint(). 

According to the JavaBeans specification [9], the 
names of all event listener interfaces end with 
“Listener”. Therefore, we omit it in order to increase the 
readability. 

4. Interactive Decision Spots 

This chapter describes the concept of interactive 
decision spots and their BeanScript syntax.  

The creator of a plan uses interactive decision spots 
whenever he does not know the exact type of a bean and 
therefore wants to delegate the final decision to the 
application programmer that runs the plan builder. A 
plan builder decides at run-time whether to ask the 
application programmer or not if it is not ambiguous. 
The result of a decision spot is either the name of a Java 
type or null. If the result of the spot is used to create a 
new bean instance and the spot’s value is null, the bean 
is not instantiated and the corresponding bean variable 
gets the null value. 

Decision spots consist of one or several choices 
separated by “|” and are enclosed in angle brackets. The 
simplest form of an interactive decision spot contains a 
set of choices: 

<FlowLayout|BorderLayout|CardLayout> 

The above decision spot gives the application 
programmer the choice between three possible layout 
managers given by the classes FlowLayout, 
BorderLayout, and CardLayout. When the plan builder 
encounters this spot, it opens a dialog containing the 
three layout classes and all their subclasses. The 
application programmer can select on of the classes. If 
the subclasses of a class should be omitted, one has to 
insert the keyword fixed, which denotes that the 
following class name should not include its subclasses. 
E.g., fixed CardLayout offers only a CardLayout without 
subclasses. 

This simple form of decision spots allows the 
dynamic extensibility of plans. Subclasses, like e.g. 
MyCardLayout, known only to the application 



programmer are displayed in the user dialog, even 
though the creator of the plan does not know them.  

A choice within a decision spot may either be a class 
name as in the above example, the constant null or a 
string variable. A string variable is supposed to contain 
either a class name or null, denoting that the application 
programmer specified no type name. 

The three choices of the above decision spot are 
actually three rules using the simple rule syntax that 
consists only of one identifier. There is a second kind of 
rule syntax:  

<(container is JPanel) ?  
   JButton  
 : Button  
> 

This decision spot contains only one rule. This rule 
uses the ?-operator to distinguish two cases. The result of 
this spot depends on the value of the variable container. 
If it is of type Bean and the bean referenced by container 
is of type JPanel, the condition returns true. If container 
is of type String, the condition returns true only if the 
string is equal to “JPanel”. All other cases evaluate to 
false. If the condition is true then the result is JButton, 
otherwise it is Button. In this example we have only one 
choice, i.e. if the chosen class (JButton or Button) has no 
subclasses the plan builder does not need to consult the 
application programmer. 

The above form of a rule is the most complex form. 
One can omit the else clause. If a condition of such a 
rule evaluates to false, the rule evaluates to nothing, i.e. 
the choice is discarded. 

< 
 (p is ThisName) ? JButton | 
 (p is OtherName) ? Button | 
 (default) ? JPanel 
> 

Let us assume that p is of type String and contains the 
value “OtherName”. In this case, the first condition 
evaluates to false, which means that the first choice is 
discarded. The second choice is true, i.e. Button is a 
valid choice. The condition of the third rule is the 
keyword default that has similar semantics as the 
corresponding Java keyword. It has the value true only if 
all other conditions are false. In our example, it is false 
and the third rule is omitted. Finally, the reduced 
decision spot is: 

<Button> 

This interactive decision spot produces a dialog with 
the class Button and all its subclasses. If there are no 

subclasses the plan builder does not show the dialog, as 
the decision is already determined. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have argued that there is a need for 
managing large component pools and for improving the 
deployment of Java software components in order to 
reduce software development time. We think that this 
area has been largely neglected so far. Our bean plans 
fill this gap. At design time the application programmer 
executes a bean plan and determines interactively some 
features of this plan instantiation. Similar to a 
component composition language, a plan script describes 
common composition patterns. However, the plan script 
runs at design time and not at run time of the assembled 
program. 

Bean plans introduce the concept of decision spots for 
user interactions. Similar to a wizard, a plan guides an 
application programmer semi automatically thro ugh the 
assembly process. However, a plan script is not fixed 
and can easily be adopted. 

Currently we are developing a prototype of the plan 
builder and the grammar of the scripting language is still 
not fixed. We plan to integrate text comments that the 
plan builder displays as additional information in its 
dialogs. Besides transforming a plan script into a 
concrete bean design in XML we plan to offer the 
inverse functionality. This allows application 
programmers to store their typical compositions as bean 
plans by translating the XML design (extracted from 
their bean assembly tools) into a plan for later reuse.  

Other topics for future research include to deal with 
indexed properties and to allow more flexible event 
binding mechanisms.  
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Abstract 
Component framework technology has become the 
cornerstone of building a family of systems and 
applications. A component framework defines a generic 
architecture into which specialized components can be 
plugged. As such, the component framework leverages the 
glue that connects the different inserted components 
together. We have examined a reflective technique that 
improve the dynamics of this gluing process such that 
interaction between components can be refined at run-
time. In this paper, we show how we have used this 
reflective technique to dynamically integrate into the 
architecture of middleware systems new services that 
support non-functional aspects such as security, 
transactions, real-time. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The success of distributed object technology, depends on 
the advent of Object Request Brokers (ORBs) and 
middleware architectures that are able to integrate flexible 
support for various non-functional aspects. Non-functional 
aspects pertain to requirements that are not directly 
included in the functionality of a distributed application 
(i.e. what the application does) but rather express 
additional properties according to which the application 
should behave. For instance, in industrial manufacturing 
settings such additional requirements include fault tolerant 
and real-time responsiveness with different application-
specific fault tolerance policies and deadlines. The 
development of ORBs that support vertical integration of 
such non-functional aspects from the application level all 
the way down to the network layer is crucial for successful 
application of distributed objects.  

To deal with the wide range of non-functional aspects, 
ORBs are required that can be customized to application-
specific preferences. Application-specific customization of 
an ORB requires some level of flexibility and openness in 
the ORB implementation. For example in E-commerce, 
deployed middleware should provide client applications 
with additional API’s for transaction support and an 

application-specific level of security. Furthermore client-
side ORB components must be able to adapt to or integrate 
specific protocols (e.g. authentication protocol) expected 
by E-commerce servers.  

These examples show that ORBs must be highly 
reconfigurable such that they are easy to extend with new 
functionality and allow upgrading the quality of their 
service. 

 
1.1. Component Frameworks  

 
Current ORB technologies such as Java RMI, DCOM and 
CORBA [1,2,3] are monolithic coded systems that are a 
priori difficult to reconfigure.  Some ORB 
implementations offer customizability support that is 
however limited to customizing specific features.  

Generic platforms are needed in stead that support 
reconfiguration of an ORB system vertically all the way 
down from the application-level to the network layer. In 
recent research component framework technology [4] has 
more and more been put forward as the key to realize such 
platforms for protocol stacks, object request brokers as 
well as distributed applications [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. 
 The low coupling between the contractually specified 
interfaces of a component on the one hand and the 
implementation of the component on the other hand carries 
the promise of dynamic reconfiguration. The interfaces of 
a component make up the type of the component, or short 
component type. We distinguish between the interfaces on 
which a component depends (its context dependencies) 
and the interfaces that a component exports (its services).  

An ORB implementation is built as a composition of 
components. A composition is defined as a set of 
connectors, that each connects a context dependency 
interface of one component with a type-equivalent service 
interface of another component.  

By separating the composition between components on 
the one hand from the component implementations that 
make part of this composition, the composition is 
encapsulated in an ORB component framework as a 
reusable blueprint.  
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Figure 1 Component Type 

 
Figure 3 illustrates a part of such an ORB component 

framework. For example, a component of type 
Transport is expected to offer an interface for sending 
invocation requests to remote endpoints. A Transport 
component is furthermore dependent on a 
TaskScheduler component that coordinates how the 
Transport component is processing incoming invocation 

requests. It is also dependent on an 
InvocationProtocol component for delivering 
incoming invocation request and replies. 

On the boundaries of the component framework, 
component types define plug-ins for specific components. 
An ORB implementation is then constructed as a 
specialization of the component framework by selecting 
appropriate component implementations for each 
component type. There can be more than one possible 
component implementation per component type; the 

alternatives implement different protocols and algorithms 
with different quality of service (QoS) support. Upgrading 
an ORB implementation for a specific distributed 
application is then a matter of selecting those component 
implementations that perform better for that specific 
application.  
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Figure 3 Component framework 

 
1.2. Overview  

 
In section 2 we present a run-time 
reconfiguration tool for upgrading 
the architecture of Object Request 
Brokers on-line. This 
reconfiguration tool is based on the 
use of wrappers. In section 3 we 
present a reflective architecture for 
building ORB component 
frameworks that support such an 
on-line reconfiguration process. In 
section 4, we more specifically 
show how the reconfiguration tool 
can be implemented by dynamically 
injecting wrappers into the 

architecture of the ORB component 
framework. In section 5 we present 
an overall approach for building 
middleware architecture that can be 

configured dynamically with multiple non-functional 
aspects. 
 
 

 
2. Run-time Reconfiguration 

 
A running ORB system consists of multiple processes that 
are created in the deployment space of the ORB, which 
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Figure 2 Example of an ORB component framework 



typically spans a topology of host connected in a 
network[9]. There is need for a reconfiguration tool for 
upgrading running ORB systems on-line, guaranteeing 
7x24 availability of applications such as banking and 
telecommunications. This reconfiguration tool needs to be 
able to reflect on the existing functionality of a running 
ORB system and reconfigure its functionality at 
appropriate intercession points.  

The set of possible reconfigurations may be not known 
at compile-time. This means that a running system may 
need to cope with unanticipated changes. For example, the 
question arises what to do when in the process of linking a 
running application with an external system, the 
underlying middleware is required to integrate new 
protocols that the design of the ORB component 
framework is not anticipated for. Typically this involves a 
new component with incompatible interfaces that must be 
linked into the deployment space of the running ORB 
system. To achieve this integration anyway, the interaction 
behavior of at least one of the existing components in the 
ORB system must be adapted or extended at run-time in 
order to enable cooperation with the newly introduced 
components. 

Wrappers are known mechanisms for introducing new 
interaction behavior to existing components [13]. For 
example, suppose that an encryption/decryption 
component must be introduced into the running ORB 
system of Figure 3, with the intention that some client 
invocation requests must be sent over the network in a 
confidential way.  

To achieve this reconfiguration, the system integrator 
may decide to extend the interaction behavior of the 
component implementations of type Transport running 
in the system. At the sending ORB-side, each remote call 
has to be encrypted, before being sent by a Transport 
component, and at the receiver ORB-side the remote call 
must be decrypted after its receipt by a peer Transport 
component. Figure 4 shows the basic scheme of wrapping 
when handling an outgoing invocation request that must be 
send to a remote peer confidentially. 
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Figure 4 Wrappers 

 

The wrapper codifies which additional context 
dependency interfaces (i.e. Encryption) the type of the 
Transport component type must be widened with. 
Furthermore the wrapper contains also codified logic that 
implements how the interaction behavior of the existing 
Transport component implementation(s) must be 
extended to incorporate the services of the newly 
introduced component. 

The on-line reconfiguration tool enables then a system 
administrator to “ inject”  and connect this wrapper on-line 
into the running ORB system at the chosen intercession 
point. 

 
3. Architectural Reflection 
 
Run-time reconfiguration of unanticipated changes using 
wrappers raises two issues that must be dealt with. First, 
applying wrappers must be performed with caution, since 
type conflicts can arise, caused by semantic 
incompatibility between existing component types and the 
newly introduced component type. In [14], one formulated 
two programming constraints that lead to type safe 
unanticipated component adaptation. These criteria are 
based on the existence of a common parent type shared 
between the wrapped component and the wrapper.  

More importantly, the second issue relates to the 
problem that current component architectures do not meet 
the requirements for unanticipated run-time 
reconfiguration. To achieve run-time reconfiguration using 
wrappers all the input connections of the component to be 
wrapped must be re-wired to the wrapper. Such a re-wiring 
is not supported by current component architectures like 
JavaBeans, COM, etc.[14]. 

We deal with the second issue by localizing structural 
information of a component (i.e. its component type and its 
connectors to other components), making this knowledge 
observable, controllable, and changeable. Systems that are 
able to observe and manipulate themselves are known as 
reflective systems. Since we reflect upon architectural 
issues, we refer to architectural reflection. 

Architectural reflection is implemented by splitting a 
component-based system into two separate levels.  First, 
there is an architectural level that consists of component 
type managers – or short type managers – who manage the 
structural information of components that belongs to a 
specific component type. Second there is an 
implementation level that consists of the various 
component implementations that implement the 
functionality of the ORB system.  Each type manager is 
code-generated in the same programming language that 
was used for the component implementation. In order to 
control the architectural knowledge of its component 
implementations, the type manager intercepts outgoing 
and incoming messages of its component 
implementation(s). Such an interception mechanism is 



commonly applied in building computational meta-object 
protocols (MOPs) [15]. 
 

 

Figure 5 Architectural Reflection 

A crucial difference however is that objects at the meta-
level are required to define a general (and often fixed) 
interface. In this way, explicit type information of the 
component implementations is lost at the meta-level. The 
reason for this is that a computational MOP reifies 
messages exchanged between component implementations 

into first-class objects, making type information implicitly 
embedded in the inner parts of the reified objects. In our 
approach, we take a step back and limit ourselves to an 

interception mechanism, but we 
don’ t perform reification of the 
messages exchanged between 
component implementations, 
keeping the component type 
information explicit at the 
architectural level, as shown in 
Figure 5. We have developed a 
prototype of this for Java Beans[16]. 
Each type manager is also 
implemented as a separate Java Bean 
class. We used a simple interception 
mechanism that consists of 
registering the type manager as an 
event listener with its component 
implementation(s). 

A reusable ORB component 
framework, as described in section 
1.1, is then built at the architectural 
level by connecting type managers, 
since they explicitly represent 
component types. Each type 
manager controls which component 

implementation(s) are plugged into the framework and is 
able to extend the interaction behavior of its component 
implementation(s) by for example redirecting intercepted 
messages to dynamically inserted wrappers. 
 
4. Injecting Wrappers at Run Time 

 
In this section, we describe how the process of performing 
an unanticipated reconfiguration by injecting the wrapper 

for the example 
described in section 2 is 
to be performed by a 
reconfiguration manager 
(see Figure 6). We are 
working on an 
implementation of it in 
Java.  

First, type 
information of the newly 
introduced component 
MD5Security is 
extracted by inspecting 
its service and context 
dependency interfaces. 
Based on this 
information, a new type 

manager Security for the newly introduced component 
type can be code-generated and is registered with the 
reconfiguration manager.  
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Figure 6 Run-time Wrapping 



To exclude type conflicts after the wrapper would have 
been injected, the configuration manager first may check 
whether the two constraints formulated in [14] are not 
violated. If no type conflict is found, the injection of the 
wrapper into the running ORB system can effectively be 
performed. This is shown in Figure 6. 

Each type manager has a method for accepting a new 
wrapper to be inserted into the ORB system The 
intercession point for the wrapper is the type manager of 
the component implementation(s) that are to be wrapped 
(i.e. type manager Transport). Besides passing the 
wrapper to this intercession point acting type manager, the 
reconfiguration manager is also responsible for connecting 
the additional context dependency interface Encryption, 
defined by the wrapper, to the newly created type manager 
Security. As such, the wrapper becomes a placeholder 
for a new architectural level that is nested within the 
existing architectural level. The wrappers itself is placed in 
a tree structure that is managed by the type manager. This 
allows that interactions can be recursively refined by 
injecting a second wrapper that adapts the interaction 
behavior of the first wrapper and is appended in the tree as 
a child node of the latter. As such recursive nesting of 
architectural levels as proposed by [17] is possible. This 
concept presents the architecture of a system as consisting 
of multiple strata. These strata are not layers in the normal 
sense (like for example in the ISO OSI model), but may 
actually contain the same object as another stratum but 
with a wider interface reflecting the effects of an 
interaction refinement.  

 
4.1. Implementing the wrapper 

 
Obviously as described in section 2, the wrapper must first 
be implemented before it can be injected into the running 
ORB system. It is important to realize that the wrapper is 
implemented completely in terms of the context 
dependency interfaces it depends on. When the wrapper is 
then injected into the running ORB system the 
reconfiguration manager makes sure that object references 
for these interfaces are set. Figure 6 shows the control 
flow of how the type manager is redirecting the processing 
of an invocation request to the wrapper. 
 
5. The Glue is the Clue: Global Composition 

Strategies 
 

Type managers are responsible for governing how a 
wrapper is to be composed with the wrapped component. 
A type manager for example must know for which 
invocation requests the wrapper must be applied and also 
whether the wrapper must be applied before or after 
executing the behavior of the wrapped component 
implementations. Furthermore the type manager must 
apply wrappers in a certain order such that the required 

ORB semantics are not violated.  This all is defined as the 
composition strategy of the type manager – “ the glue is the 
clue” .  

Setting up a generic gluing mechanism that works for 
the general case is not practical. Instead, different gluing 
mechanisms that are optimized for specific purposes must 
co-exist. In this section we focus on gluing wrappers that 
are used for extending a running ORB system with new 
services that support non-functional aspects such as 
security, synchronisation, transactions and replication, etc. 
In the remainder of this section we refer to it as aspect-
wrapping. 

Run-time composition of non-functional aspects into 
ORB systems is a big challenge, since injection of an 
aspect-wrapper on behalf of a specific end-user application 
may semantically conflict with already performed 
reconfigurations or reconfiguration requests for non-
functional aspects that are originating from remote sites in 
the deployment space of the ORB system. As such, it is 
very difficult to reliably control the resulting ORB 
semantics when multiple aspect-wrappers are 
independently added to a running ORB system.  

The source of these difficulties is that non-functional 
aspects are often not orthogonal to each other, yielding to 
hidden dependencies. This problem has been referred to in 
general as the Aspect-Composition Issue (ACI) [17]. For 
example, if adding a synchronization wrapper (integrated 
by the InvocationProtocol1 type manager) to an 
running ORB with an already integrated authentication 
wrapper (managed by the APIServices type manager) 
makes that all authentication request are to be 
synchronized, it can have tragic effects on the system 
performance.  

In order to control the ACI, type managers are required 
to cooperate by mutually synchronizing their composition 
strategies in order to avoid semantic conflicts between two 
overlapping aspects. This means that adding a new aspect-
wrapper to a specific type manager may require that one or 
more type managers within the entire deployment space of 
the ORB system must adapt the composition strategy for 
their aspect-wrappers in order to avoid possible conflicts 
with the newly introduced aspect-wrapper. 

We try to tackle ACI by developing a domain-specific 
language that is used for expressing in a declarative 
manner a global composition strategy tailored for a 
specific distributed application. This global composition 
strategy defines a number of properties that must be 
enforced system-wide for the entire distributed 
application. Configuration management may even store 
various global composition strategies each tailored to a 
specific use-case of the distributed application. For each 
use case, the declarative descriptions are parsed into first-
class objects, which are then attached at run-time to client 

                                                           
1 See Figure 3 



invocation requests that logically makes part of this use 
case. As such, an application-specific global composition 
strategy travels together with the invocation request as part 
of the control flow within the ORB deployment space. 
This makes that type managers can dynamically adjust 
their local composition strategy to each other by 
conforming themselves to the global composition strategy. 

A global composition strategy specifies which non-
functional aspects must be applied for a specific 
invocation request and consists of a set of constraints that 
expose the hidden dependencies between non-orthogonal 
aspects. For instance in the previous example a constraint 
would have been formulated that states “ if the invocation 
request is an authentication request, don’ t apply the 
synchronization aspect” .   

Currently, our Java Beans prototype implementation 
only supports declarative specification of which non-
functional aspects must be supported. For each non-
functional aspect a separate template is defined that offers 
the vocabulary for expressing quality of service (QoS) 
preferences concerning that non-functional aspect[8].  
These templates are defined as an XML DTD. 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
The ultimate goal of this work is an integrated 
development and deployment environment for building 
component-based middleware based on the reflective 
architecture presented in section 3. This development 
environment consist of an extended Bean Box for 
composing component types into ORB architectures and 
selecting one or more component implementations for 
each component type. The deployment environment offers 
a reconfiguration tool for integrating new services and 
protocols on-line into a running ORB system, and XML 
editing tool for defining application-specific global 
composition strategies that govern the gluing of aspect-
wrappers in a semantically correct way. 
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Abstract

In previous work we proposed a simple

yet powerful model of components, formally

presented by a core calculus, which provides

operations for type-safe instantiation and

composition of components. In this paper,

we discuss the addition of bounded type pa-

rameterization to our basic model, and show

how it enhances its expressiveness and apli-

cability.

1 Introduction

Component oriented programming
(COP) [13] is receiving increasing interest
due to the promise of increasing reuse and
simplifying software construction. Many
component models have appeared [11, 6, 9]
but most of their features, remarkably
those that concern incremental composi-
tion operations lack adequate programming
language and static analysis (eg. type-
checking) support. In previous work [12],
we proposed a simple model of com-
ponents, formally presented by a core
calculus, which provides operations for
type-safe instantiation and composition
of components. Essential aspects of the
core calculus have motivated the design of
ComponentJ, an experimental variant of
the Java programming language specially
aimed at COP we are currently developing.

In our component model and calculus,
a component is a closed module-like en-
tity that explicitly declares a set of re-
quired and provided service ports. Each
of these service ports is typed by an inter-
face type. Like classes in object-oriented
languages, components can be instantiated
to yield component instances, which are
the runtime entities, like objects1. Ser-

1We will use \object" as a synonym of \compo-
nent instance".

vice ports of component instances behave
much like usual object references. Unlike
classes in most object-oriented languages,
components are �rst-class citizens that can
be composed (possibly at runtime) with
other components, just by interconnect-
ing \plugs" and scripting-in some code us-
ing \method blocks". A consequence of
this \black-box" approach to composition
is that code inheritance is forbidden across
component borders, as defended by many
researchers [7, 15, 13]. In despite of that,
many idioms of object-oriented class com-
position, like mixins [4] and (explicitly pro-
grammed) code inheritance can still be ap-
proximated in our model.

A main limitation of this framework is
caused by a too strict use of type infor-
mation. In particular, although a compo-
nent is free to export a set of typed ser-
vices by relying on a set of typed required
services, and subsumption polymorphism is
used elsewhere | for instance, when inter-
connecting ports | there is no way to prop-
agate type information from required ser-
vice ports to provided service ports. More
precisely, if a component requires a service
of type I at port r, we can plug into r any
port of a (static) subtype (say J) of I. But
there is no way for such a component to
provide to its clients the required service
r as a reference of type J (but just as a
reference of type I), even if r is statically
known to be of type J. This limitation in-
hibits a cleaner expression of programming
patterns that rely on extension of interfaces.
For instance, we frequently want to de�ne
adapter components able to add some ser-
vices to some component of a given kind,
while preserving (or extending) the original
static type of the latter.

It is well-known how type genericity
can be used to increase code reusability,
and avoid the use of dynamic casting op-
erations (still not eradicated from Java)

1



interface IQueue {

void enQueue(ITask);

ITask deQueue();

}

interface IList {

void insert(int,Object);

void remove(int);

Object get(int);

int size();

}

interface ISupervisor {

int size();

ITask get(int);

void remove(int);

void swap(int,int);

void visit(IVisitor);

}

Figure 1. Interfaces of the CToDo

component

by statically-checkable type safety. Type
genericity �ts well with black-box compo-
sition, therefore we �nd it very natural to
consider extensions of our basic model with
such a feature. Therefore, in this paper, we
discuss the addition of bounded type pa-
rameterization to our basic model of typed
components, and show how it can be used
to overcome some of the limitations men-
tioned before, together with the usual ben-
e�ts of type genericity.

Structure of the paper We give an
overview of the component model using
ComponentJ. This presentation is followed
by an the extension to its type structure
that is motivated and discussed with a case
study reecting the implementation of a
pattern with components.

2 A Simple Model of Typed

Components

A ComponentJ example serves the pur-
pose of illustrating the basic features of our
model of typed components. We pick as
a running example the design of a com-
ponent implementing a personal to-do list,
based on a queue of generic tasks. Our
task manager provides two distinct views of
the queue: a \user" view that lets an user
post (enqueue) or pick (dequeue) some task,
which is de�ned by the interface IQueue,
and a \supervisor" view that allows cer-
tain privileged operations de�ned by the in-
terface ISupervisor. These interfaces are
used to type component ports, and are de-

component CList is compose {

provides IList list;

meth m {

Object elements[];

void insert(int p,Object o) {..}

...

}

plug m into list;

}

(a)

m list:IList

(b)

Figure 2. The CList component.

�ned much like regular Java interfaces (see
Fig.1).

We start by de�ning a simple compo-
nent CList that provides the implementa-
tion of the IList interface (see Fig.2(a)).
The component declaration is realized by
the component block, that contains a set
of declaration and composition operations
de�ning the component structure, its re-
quired and provided services. The CList

component provides a service implement-
ing the interface IList at a port named
list; this is expressed by the provides

clause. The list itself is implemented by the
block of methods m, which is made avail-
able to the outside through a plugging op-
eration. The plug operation has the e�ect
of connecting the method block m to the
port list. In general, a plug operation can
connect a source port to a destination port
whenever the source's interface type is a
subtype of the destination's interface type.
In Fig.2(b), squares represent components,
double circles represent method blocks, and
�lled triangles represent component inter-
faces. With a dashed line we represent the
result of a plugging operation.

A component named CToDoExtension,
that relies on a service of type IList

to implement the interfaces IQueue and
ISupervisor is then de�ned (see Fig.3).
To assemble it, two method blocks mq and
ms are de�ned based on the required ser-
vice list, and then plugged into the corre-
sponding provided ports through two plug

clauses. Dotted lines represent the implicit
use of local names in the code of method
blocks (e.g list is visible inside the meth-



component CToDoExtension

is compose {

provides IQueue q;

provides ISupervisor su;

requires IList list;

meth mq {

void enQueue(ITask t) {..}

ITask deQueue() {..}

}

meth ms { int size() {..}

...

}

plug mq into q; plug ms into su;

}

(a)

ms

mq

su:ISupervisor

list:IList

q:IQueue

(b)

Figure 3. The CToDoExtension com-
ponent.

ods of mq).
Using the notation of the core com-

ponent calculus, the type of component
CToDoExtension is written2

list : IList) q : IQueue; s : ISupervisor

This means that CToDoExtension can pro-
vide a service of type IQueue at port q

and a service of type ISupervisor at port
s, given a service of type IList at port
list. Now, components CToDoExtension

and CList can then be glued together to
compose the ToDoModular component as
shown in Fig.4. The intro clauses intro-
duce a CList and CToDoExtension inner
components, whose service ports are implic-
itly visible inside the blocks of methods mq
and ms.

Components like CToDoExtension and
CToDoModular can, once de�ned, be used
to produce component instances or to be
further composed. Client code can instan-
tiate components with a new operator, like
for classes in Java. Components without re-
quired services can be directly instantiated.
For example, in Fig.5 | �rst line |, a new
component instance of type ITToDo, is ob-
tained by instantiating the CToDoModular

2In general, a component type has the formR)

P , where R and P are sets of services.

component CToDoModular

is compose {

provides IQueue q;

provides ISupervisor su;

intro CToDoExtension toDo;

intro CList list;

plug list.list into toDo.list;

plug toDo.q into q;

plug toDo.su into su;

}

(a)

list:CList
q:IQueue

su:ISupervisorlist:IList

toDo:CToDoExtension

(b)

Figure 4. The CToDoModularcompo-
nent.

component. On the other hand, compo-
nents with pending required services can be
instantiated by plugging the needed service
(object) references at instantiation time,
as in Fig.5 | third line. In this case, a
CToDoExtension component is instantiated
by relying on a reference to a provider of
a IList service (a newly instantiated ob-
ject of class DList). Note that a particular
\plugging" of a component cannot be re-
con�gured.

Note that instance types are distin-
guished from component types. Instance
types are similar to component types with
an empty set of requirements but clas-
sify fully-assembled, object-like, non in-
stantiable entities, while component types
classify composable and instantiable en-
tities. For example, the instance type
ITToDo in the example above is written
in the notation of our component calcu-
lus as [q : IQueue; s : ISupervisor] this is
the type of the instances generated by in-
stantiating CToDoModular, which has type
; ) q : IQueue; s : ISupervisor.

3 Motivating Parametric

Component Types

In this section, we illustrate an applica-
tion of the component model to pattern pro-
gramming. The discussion will also be used
to motivate an extension to the type sys-
tem of the core calculus of components, and



{

...

ITToDo tm = new CToDoModular();

tm.q.enQueue(new Task("...",

new Date(2000,4,4)));

tm = new CToDoExtension()

{plug new DList() into list;};

...

}

Figure 5. Instantiation of a compo-
nent

consequently to ComponentJ.

We consider the observer pattern (see
[5]), and attempt the design of a generic
component that extends a rather common
interface (a queue) towards the observer ar-
chitecture. Remember that the observer
pattern associates to a subject, a set of ob-
server objects that are noti�ed when cer-
tain events (or operations) occur in the (ob-
served) subject object. The participants
are therefore: (1) an object implementing
ISubject, that maintains the observers list
in order to notify them, and (2) the various
objects implementing IObserver, and that
are willing to accept noti�cations from the
ISubject object.

The standard implementation of the ob-
server pattern requires the developer of the
subject object to be aware of the notifying
schema.

Now, in a standard object-oriented pro-
gramming context, if one desires to add the
subject functionality to some already de-
�ned class, it is possible to use inheritance
and trap the method calls, with some dis-
advantages. Namely, the generic code for
adding the ISubject functionality is not
factored out, and the induced inner depen-
dencies can disturb the intended behavior3.
An alternative would be to use a wrapper,
but then the type of the inner component
will not become manifest in the type of the
extended aggregate.

In our component-oriented setting, we
propose instead to de�ne a component
QueueObserver (see Fig.6 and Fig.7) that
intercepts relevant calls made to the IQueue
interface and, at the same time implements
the ISubject interface. This component
can be seen as performing an extension to
the IQueue interface 4. This approach is

3For instance, in C++, non virtual methods
cannot be trapped or virtual methods can be
trapped more than once if they call each other.

4We chose to provide ISubject at a dif-
ferent port. Alternatively, we could de�ne a

component QueueObserver is compose {

requires IQueue i;

provides IQueue o;

provides ISubject s;

intro CObserverList list;

meth subj {

void attach(IObserver o) {

list.insert(o);

}

void dettach(IObserver o) {

list.remove(o);

}

void notify() {

for( Enum e = list.elements();

e.hasMoreElements();) {

e.nextElement().update(i);

}

}

}

meth trap {

void enQueue(ITask t) {

subj.notify();

i.enQueue(t);

}

ITask deQueue() {

subj.notify();

i.deQueue();

}

};

plug subj into s;

plug trap into o;

}

Figure 6. The code for the
QueueObserver component

subj

list:CObserverList

mi:IQueue o:IQueue

s:Subject

Figure 7. The QueueObserver com-
ponent



close to the approach of mixins in [4, 1] in
which an extension is programmed upon a
specialization interface. The list of (refer-
ences to) observers is maintained by a in-
ner component and managed by the method
block subj that is plugged to the s port im-
plementing the ISubject interface. Meth-
ods are trapped explicitly in the method
block trap that forwards the original calls
to the required port with the name i.

4 Parametrically Typed Com-

ponents

A component like QueueObserver is a
useful building block because it factors
out the extension code needed to add the
ISubject functionality to a wide class of
components. Note that only methods de-
�ned in the specialization (required) inter-
face are observed, if any additional method
is to be observed, additional scripting is
needed. Moreover, note that the IQueue

reference passed to each observer by the no-
ti�cation method update(IQueue) imple-
ments the original queue and not the ob-
served queue, as is convenient to avoid un-
desirable reentry dependencies.

On the other hand, the (static) types of
the provided services port are always the
same, no matter what (static) type the re-
quired service ports really have at plugging
time. For instance, QueueObserver accepts
(by subsumption) at port i any subtype of
the IQueue interface. However, the static
(and dynamic type) of the o port will al-
ways be IQueue.

A way to \transport" the input port
types to output ports types can be achieved
by introducing (possibly bounded) type pa-
rameters into component types. This allows
for a component port, an inner component
or a method block to depend on type pa-
rameters | which stand for unknown inter-
face types |, and the freezing of the com-
ponent's �nal type to be delayed until in-
stantiation time. Therefore, we propose to
extend the type structure of our component
model and calculus to include parametric
types of the form

(X1 <: B1; � � � ; Xn <: Bn) R ) P

where the parameters Xi are variables

ISubjectQueue interface extending IQueue and let
QueueObserver provide a single service. We will
discuss this alternative presentation later on (see
Conclusions).

(ranging over interface types), the Bi are in-
terface types (possibly type variables) and
R ) P is like a regular component type
| remember that R lists the required ser-
vices, and P the provided services. Note
however that now the parameters Xi can
occur inside R and P anywhere an inter-
face type is expected. Intuitively, a com-
ponent of the type above can be applied
to some concrete interface types I1; : : : ; In
(where Ii <: Bi) to yield a component of
type RfX=Ig ) PfX=Ig. In ComponentJ,
a component of parametric type is de�ned
by a parametric compose expression of the
form
compose hX1 extends B1; : : : ; Xn extends Bni

f� � � b � � � g

where the parameters type X can occur in-
side the composition body � � � b � � � wherever
an interface type is expected. They can be
used to declare required or provided ports,
parameterize inner components and be ref-
erenced in method blocks.

By adding type parameters to compo-
nents a lot of exibility is gained. Since
type parameters can be (upper) bounded by
an interface type, partial information can
be drawn for them. In particular, although
methods calls to a reference of a type pa-
rameter X <: I are validated against the
boundary type I, all the references and
method calls will be understood in the con-
text of the actual type X that will be fully
determined at instantiation time. It is im-
portant to remark that subtype relations
can be inferred between parameter types
and other types. Besides allowing for stan-
dard idioms of genericity, like for instance,
supporting in a simple and type-safe way
the de�nition of parametric container types,
in the current setting type parameters can
also be used to express ow of type infor-
mation from required to provided service
ports.

To exemplify the extended language, we
now de�ne an improved and much more
exible version of the QueueObserver com-
ponent of Sec. 3 (see Fig.8). First, note that
the type of this component is

(X <: IQueue) i : X ) o : X; s : ISubject

In ComponentJ syntax, we express the fact
that the type parameter X is bounded by
the IQueue interface using the extends

keyword. This informs the type-checker
that, inside the component de�nition, X is
assumed to be an (arbitrary) subtype of



component QueueObserve is

compose <X extends IQueue> {

requires X i;

provides X o;

provides ISubject s;

intro CList<IObserver> list;

meth subj {...};

meth trap {...};

plug subj into s;

join i,trap into o;

}

Figure 8. The Parametric
QueueObserver component

IQueue. Therefore any subtype of IQueue
may be given as a type argument for this
component, typically at instantiation time,
or at introduction time during component
composition. Note that both required and
provided ports are declared to be of X

type. Methods for the IQueue interface
are implemented in the trap block method.
However, in this case the X interface type
may declare more methods than those im-
plemented inside the component by trap.
Thus, to merge the two sources i and trap

with a right-to-left overriding semantics, we
use the derived join form of the plug op-
eration described in [12]; the intended se-
mantics is the following: method calls to o

will be handled by trap if de�ned in the
IQueue interface, or forwarded to i other-
wise. Note also the use of a generic CList

inner component.

By applying a type-parametric compo-
nent to concrete interface types, we obtain
a regular component, that can again be
used as inner component in a more com-
plex composition or to create instances.
In Fig.9, we present a possible use sce-
nario for this component. In this ex-
ample, a subtype INamedQueue of IQueue
is used to parameterize the component:
INamedQueue is an IQueue augmented by
a nameOf method. Note that the type
of the created component instance is now
[o : INamedQueue; s :ISubject] as intended.

Another interesting extension that we in-
tend to explore is the combination of inter-
face merging with generic types, as men-
tioned before. Instead of separating the
ISubject interface and the base interface
in two distinct ports, we may now want
to exploit the usual idea of interface exten-
sion. In this case, we want to provide the

interface INamedQueue

extends IQueue {

String nameOf();

};

{

...

INamedQueue q = ... ;

ITQueueObserver w =

new QueueObserver<INamedQueue>()

{plug q into i};

w.s.attach(someObserver);

String image = w.o.nameOf();

...

}

Figure 9. Instantiation and use of a
type-parametric component

functionality of both interfaces at the same
port. The type of the o port would then be
the result of merging the X parameter type
and the ISubject interface. The join oper-
ation will combine the methods of the var-
ious sources as previously described. This
resulting component would have type

(X <: IQueue) i : X) o : X+ISubject

Here, by X+ I we denote an operation of
interface merging, de�ned as expected. We
believe that the previous discussion and ex-
amples show that type genericity adds great
expressiveness to our basic model of compo-
nents. We are currently preparing an inte-
grated formal presentation of the extended
system, as a development of the core calcu-
lus of [12].

5 Conclusions and Related

Work

In this short paper, we discussed an ex-
tension of our model of typed components
with type genericity that highly enhances
its expressiveness in what concerns several
interesting patterns of reuse. We are cur-
rently investigating several re�nements of
the basic parametric model.

There is a lot of theoretical and practical
work concerning parametric types and their
application to programming languages, in
particular object-oriented languages. Stan-
dard type-safe generics are available in Ada,
and to some extent in C++ (via tem-
plates). Bounded polymorphism was intro-
duced long ago [3] in the context of func-
tional programming, and put to use in a



wide spectrum of programming languages
[14, 8, 10]. In [2], a notion of generic wrap-
per is introduced, which has some common
aims with our approach, but that relies on
dynamic type-checking, and adopts a no-
tion of component as Java classes together
as reuse through inheritance.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present an asset-based meta-model

of software components for the development activities that
supports a process going from a design specification
down to the delivery of software components to the
customer. We think that such a meta-model is needed to
clarify software component-based development and ease
the identification and realisation of variability in the
context of domain engineering. This meta-model covers
three activities we name “design”, “implementation”,
and “delivery”.

Our meta-model allows the expression of the
development transformations such as software component
composition, splitting up, abstraction, and refinement. We
stress the flexibility brought by this meta-model such as
the possibility to progressively take the contextual
dependencies into account and delay technological
choices. Finally, we present an approach to reuse not
only implementation components but also whole parts of a
component-based development, possibly including
variability. Such COTS with variability can become
domain-engineering building blocks for product-lines.

Keywords
Software component, design, implementation, delivery,
meta-model, product-line.

1 INTRODUCTION

The industry of software intensive systems is facing
today both economical and technical challenges.
Software-based products and systems, especially services
and advanced applications are facing important business
critical challenges in terms of efficiency, speed of
development and rapid evolution in response to changing
market needs for both large software-based systems and
small-embedded high-value systems. Thomson-CSF and
Alcatel, like several other large companies, have decided
to investigate a product-line strategy based on an
approach centred on the concept of architecture [10].
Companies are finding that the practice of building sets of
related systems together can yield remarkable quantitative

improvements in productivity, time to market and quality.
This approach should enable industrial companies to
evolve their new and existing systems from software
product families. Along the spectrum of software
development from “programming in the large” through to
“programming in the small”, component-based software
engineering is becoming a crucial issue.

The Alcatel/Thomson-CSF Common Research
Laboratory (LCAT) , which focuses on software
architecture and frameworks, was formally established in
September 1998. It has an initial three-year technical
program of work. Among the issues addressed by the
LCAT are those concerning the efficiency, rapidity, and
rate of development of large software-intensive systems.
Typically the laboratory will investigate architectures,
software component approaches, middleware
technologies, and platform mechanisms supporting
distributed, real-time systems [6][10]. The program is
structured in two main parts. One part is addressing the
definition and construction of product-lines, while the
other is studying the definition and realisation of a
framework capable of supporting component-based
systems requiring distributed, real-time, and ultimately,
continuity of service guarantees.

1.1 The SPLIT approach

The product-line approach is driven by the PC&C
(Produce, Consume, and Customise) principle
(Cf. Figure 1). One process (domain engineering) aims to
produce assets such as requirements, architecture, or
software components. The other (application engineering)
consumes and customises assets produced during domain
engineering for application development.

Domain engineering objective is to develop assets for
reuse, while application-engineering objective is to
develop with reuse. The product-line approach turns reuse
from opportunistic to strategic.

Flexibility is the key for product-line development in
the sense that we have to study commonality and
variability of assets. We must manage some assets in



order to support future variants and others to be resilient
to change.

Develop 
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Domain 
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Domain Engineering
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Develop
for Reuse

Evolution

Derivation

Evolution

Derivation

Evolution

Derivation

Figure 1: The product-line approach (inspired from
STARS [8])

To attain these objectives we have adopted a process-
driven but also a model-oriented approach of product-line
development. At the LCAT, we are investigating a
method we call SPLIT (Software Product-Line Integrated
Technology).

1.2 Software components for the product-line
approach

The concept of “software component” is a rather old
concept in conception but its modelling and the
technology to support it are new and still in emergence in
research and industry. We do not focus here in the
seminal works but on the recent advances in modelling
and technology. Software components are now recognised
as a critical element in the successful development and
evolution of software-intensive systems. We agree with
claims saying that software component is the right
concept to promote reuse at the design level, at the
implementation level and further in the life cycle. This is
why so much attention is now being put on the
development of conceptual frameworks for software
components.

As a part of our product-line approach SPLIT, the
architecture step leads to specifications for a component-
based design. Starting with this initial software
components’ design specification, we further develop it
during a new step. This step is called SPLIT-Ladder
because it consists of different successive development
activities, namely “design”, “implementation”, and
“delivery”.

This paper is organised as follows. After the
presention our main motivations in the section 2, the
section 3 details the development activities introduced just
above. We present in the section 4 the meta-model
describing software components and their development.

Software components are composed of three structures:
specification, realisation, and variability control. The
structures are themselves composed of assets: interfaces,
contextual dependencies, collaborations, source code,
descriptors, etc. The section 5 presents related works
before the conclusions and future work plans in the
section 6.

2 MOTIVATIONS

Our main objective is to make variability
identification and realisation easier when working in
domain engineering. Therefore we present an asset-based
meta-model of software components for the development
activities that supports a process going from a design
specification down to the delivery of software
components to the customer. We think that such a meta-
model is needed to clarify component-based development.
The main characteristics of this meta-model are:
• It is generic and simple

• It supports a component-based development process
which allows to smoothly adapt to technological
context

• It supports the reuse of every development part (i.e.,
not only code)

• It supports variability

The scope of this paper doesn't cover architectural
issues. We address here the development of these
software components’ specifications coming from the
architecture.

As an important objective, we want our development
meta-model to be compact while allowing rich
expressiveness. Our overall asset-based approach (based
on work on assets [7]) goes in this direction. On one hand,
the assets contain the core information describing our
software components during their transformations (e.g.,
assets such as provided and required interfaces,
collaborations between software components). On the
other hand, the meta-model provides a simple description
of the development process, which is orthogonal to the
assets being transformed and to the notation used
(however, we currently rely on UML [16] for the
notations).

The meta-model defines what a software component is
as well as basic generic transformations such as software
component composition, splitting up, abstraction, and
refinement. These transformations allow the development
of arbitrarily complex software component assemblies.
We also want to promote reuse of software components,
but not in a way limited to implementation reuse. We
therefore propose a delivery model covering the
possibility to reuse whole parts of the development



including design and traceability information. We view
COTS as packaged units, which may, for example,
include preconfigured implementations driven by design
options.

Flexibility during the development is also one of our
main concerns. As the different activities (and their
corresponding assets) are explicated, it is easier to identify
along the development process where and how COTS are
to be integrated and where variability should lie, as far as
product line is a concern.

Business specific COTS can thus be integrated during
development. COTS are adapted using necessary
adaptation guidelines (e.g., patterns) provided in the form
of software component assets. We plan, in the near future,
to be able to integrate more complex COTS such as
software component technologies (e.g., COM+ [14], EJB
[11], and CCM [17]).

Another important flexibility facility associated with
our explicit three-steps development process is the ability
to delay technical choices. This flexibility can be further
exploited in the context of product lines.

3 ACTIVITIES OF SOFTWARE COMPONENT
DEVELOPMENT

In this section, we introduce the global view of the
process of software component development and then
detail each activity. This introduction leads to the
definition of the term “software component” and to its
specialisation according to the three software process
activities.

Three activities are distinguished in the development
of software components, namely “design”,
“implementation”, and “delivery”. The Figure 2 depicts
this process at a coarse-grain level. The ellipses, the boxes
and the arrows represent assets (inputs or outputs),
activities, and flows of information, respectively. The
inputs to the design are the design components specified
in the perspective “software components’ specification”
of the software architecture [3]. The three activities have
as inputs the specification of the product-line computing
infrastructure (hardware and software pieces that are
assumed to be already present)and the (design,
implementation, or delivery 1) patterns mined in the
domain. The three activities have as outputs some assets
realising the control of the variability for the derivation.

In a component-free approach, the preparation of the
delivery activity is generally part of the implementation

                                                                
1 We introduce the concept of patterns for the delivery as there already
exist patterns for the design and the implementation. For instance, the
former patterns may state which assets are selected to be delivered to the
customer, how these assets are packaged, configured, and deployed.

phase. In a component-based approach, we explicitly state
that the development for reuse needs a special treatment
of the packaging for the development with reuse. In our
approach, the assets resulting from the design activity
may be delivered without the corresponding assets of the
implementation. In that case, the delivery component is a
design component, which is packaged to be delivered to
the customer.

Finally, for each activity, there is a corresponding
testing activity. We choose not to show the activities
“test” in the global view of the process but to include
them in the former activities. The corresponding assets are
part of the “white box view” of the software component
(Cf. section 4 for the different views of software
components).

Figure 2: Process of software components’
development

So as to adapt to the three activities, our definition of
the term “software component” is generic. A software
component is a group of software artefacts subject to
assembly by third parties with an explicit specification.
The assembly is possible during design, implementation,
and delivery. The transformations that may be applicable
to a software component according to the status of its
development are composition, splitting up, abstraction,
refinement, and packaging (see farther in the article for
the definitions of these transformations). This definition is
adapted from [4], [13], and [19].

A design component is a software component that may
be abstracted, refined, composed, split up and / or
implemented independently of the other design
components. An implementation component is a software
component that may be abstracted, refined, composed,
split up and / or delivered independently of the other
implementation components. A delivery component is  a
software component that may be packaged and / or
deployed independently of the other delivery components.
Therefore, the generic definition of a software component
allows us to use the same concept, from the specification
given by the architect through the delivery to the



customer.

The design activity includes:

• Splitting up into finer-grained design components.
The reasons for the splitting up are manifold: e.g.,
size, insulation of functional concerns from non-
functional concerns.

• Refinement (the same asset is described with more
details) to take account of the product-line
computing infrastructure (e.g., choice of the
software infrastructures: container, middleware, etc.)
and the non-functional constraints (e.g., choice of
design patterns for fault-tolerance, security).

• Composition of several design components into a
larger one. This situation should be rare. An example
of such a situation is the choice for performance
reasons of a COTS that covers the specifications of
several design components that were initially
separately specified.

• Abstraction of COTS software components and
adaptation for reuse.

• Test of design components.
The implementation activity includes:

• Splitting up into finer-grained implementation
components.

• Refinement to take account of the product-line
computing infrastructure (mostly, the matching with
the component technology: COM+, EJB, CCM) and
the non-functional constraints (e.g., choice of idioms
for the construction and the management of lists).

• Composition of several implementation components
into a larger one. This situation is also rare during
implementation.

• Abstraction of COTS software components and
adaptation for reuse.

• Creation of class models.
• Addition of the model elements’ adornments (e.g., in

UML, visibility of attributes).
• Translation from (UML) models to programming

language source codes, database structures, etc.

• Writing of source codes.
• Compilation of source codes.
• Test of implementation components.

The delivery activity includes:

• Selection and packaging of the assets that must be
delivered as a coherent group: binary codes, source
codes, design models, etc.

• Configuration of the execution (e.g., runtime and
deployment configuration).

• Compilation of source codes not compiled yet.

• Writing of the programs for the (static) deployment.

• Writing of the usage and reference manuals.
• Test of delivery components.

The Figure 3 presents an illustration of the design, the
implementation, and the delivery of two software
components.

The two software components SC1 and SC2 are
identified in the software architecture. They are split up,
composed, and refined during design and also during
implementation. In each of these tasks, some assets are
built that show and justify the decisions (e.g.,
collaborations, patterns, and anti-patterns). The software
(design) components SC1 and SC2 lead to the software
(delivery) components SC32 and SC36, respectively.

During the design and the implementation, software
components can be abstracted (e.g., SC18 into SC9),
refined (e.g., SC6 into SC11), composed (e.g., SC4 and
SC5 into SC10), and split up (SC2 into SC5, SC6, and
SC7). During the delivery, the assets built during the
design and the implementation are selected for delivery to
the customer and packaged into delivery components
(e.g., SC33 and SC6 into SC34). The tree of software
components depicting the design plus the implementation
is somewhat reversed to constitute the tree depicting the
delivery.

SC1 and SC32 address the same functionalities and
non-functional aspects, but the former is the software
component identified by the architect and the latter is the
software component delivered by the installer to the
customer. They do not contain the same assets: SC1
contains for example UML diagrams of the interfaces and
the splitting up into SC3 and SC4, and SC32 contains for
example binary codes, usage manuals, and also UML
diagrams of the interfaces. Delivery components may
include assets developed during design and
implementation in order to ease the assembly by third
parties.

4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT META-MODEL

The objective of this section is twofold: list the assets
of software components, and organise and relate these
assets in a meta-model2. First, the structuring of assets
follows from the development process and the definitions
of software components. Next, the assets are presented by
structures.

                                                                
2 The meta-model presented here is the meta-model of the development
of software components. The part of the meta-model dedicated to the
execution will be developed in a future work.



Structuring of software components

In this subsection, we present the structures of
software components, which provide a means to organise
the gathering of assets corresponding to different
concerns: specification, realisation of the specification,
control of the variability in the specification and the
realisation. This structuring applies to all kinds of
software components.

In order to ease the development with reuse, three
structures are distinguished in software components:

A specification structure contains, among other assets, the
required and offered interfaces that the software
component must fully fulfil. This structure is
necessary to allow the assembly of software
components, seen as black boxes.

A realisation structure is necessary to study the internal
of software components, seen as white boxes. The
realisation structure describes the transformation of
assets from the specification structure. These
transformations are abstraction, refinement, splitting
up, and composition during design and
implementation, and packaging during delivery. They
will be detailed in the appendix.

A variability control structure contains, among other
assets, the decision model allowing the management
of the variability in the specification and the
realisation structures. This structure is necessary to
allow the derivation of the assets during application
engineering.

The Figure 4 depicts this structuring in UML. A
software component, be it a design, implementation, or
delivery component, possesses one component
specification, one component realisation, and one
component variability control. The realisation structure of
a design component develops only the design of the
software component, not its implementation. The goal is
to separate the design concerns from the implementation
ones.

The presence of a specification structure in

implementation components states the importance of a
specification of what is implemented. This specification is
not redundant with the design one because they are not at
the same level of abstraction. For instance, the
specification of an implementation component may
specify the visibility of class attributes while this detail is
irrelevant at the design level.

Likewise, during domain engineering, delivery
components possess some variability. This variability
corresponds to the different ways of delivering software
components for the different products of the same product
line. The variability will be resolved at derivation time
that is when going from domain engineering to
application engineering.

Finally, software components may contain no
realisation, for instance software components in the
perspective “software components’ specification” in the
software architecture [3] or a software component which
specification is not yet realised but is going to be
composed with others. Of course, a software component
may contain no variability in the specification and
realisation structures and may therefore have no
variability control structure.

Figure 4: Generic structures of software components

For completeness reasons, we describe in appendix
(cf. section 0) the relationships between the structures of
software components. This includes the description of the
following actions: abstraction, composition, refinement,
splitting up, development branch, development reuse, and

Figure 3: Illustration of the different kinds of software components



packaging. The development branch is the action of
leaving unrealised a software component’s specification
and then of building several software components with
the same specification but with different realisation
structures. The development reuse is the action of reusing
the realisation structure of a software component that has
already been developed, for the realisation of another
specification when the latter specification is shown to
conform to the former specification.

Assets of structures

The structures introduced so far are sets of assets. The
stakeholders involved in the development of software
components build assets. In the following, the assets are
listed by software component types (design,
implementation, and delivery) and by structures
(specification, realisation). We do not present in this
paper the assets of the variability control structures, nor
the detailed relationships between assets. Moreover, we
do not claim that the list of assets is exhaustive. Finally,
the assets describing the product-line computing
infrastructure are also introduced. The product-line
computing infrastructure is the set of software pieces or
hardware pieces assumed to be already present by some
stakeholders when they develop a software component.

Design component specifications:
Asset “interfaces”: is the specification of contracts

with other design components and with the software
infrastructures of the product-line computing
infrastructure. The contracts are bilateral, that is a
design component requires and offers services to other
design components and to software infrastructures.
The contract is conceptualised by interfaces, so the
name of the asset is “interfaces”.

Asset “contextual dependencies”: is the
specification of the dependencies with the product-line
computing infrastructure. These dependencies are
specified before being taken into account. Contextual
dependencies are taken into account by refining the
design component, that is, introducing new interfaces
in the preceding asset. The two assets “interfaces” and
“contextual dependencies” are necessary because, at a
given level of abstraction, some dependencies with the
product-line computing infrastructure may be
specified but not already taken into account.

Asset “deployment”: is the specification of the
locations of the design component, the data, the
neighbouring design components, and the elements of
the product-line computing infrastructure. These
constraints gathered in the asset “deployment” might
be taken into account by refining the design
component: for example, adding temporal constraints
on the asset “interfaces”.

Asset “constraints”: is the specification of the non-
functional requirements not yet specified in the
preceding assets. These non-functional requirements
include requirements on the execution, on quality
attributes, on the qualification (method, tests), on the
development, etc. When constraints are realised either
by the software component or by the product-line
computing infrastructure, they are inputs for the
refinement of the assets “interfaces”, “contextual
dependencies”, and “deployment”.

Asset “business classes”: shows the static and
dynamic relationships between concepts that describe
the functions of the software component. This asset
results from the analysis.

Design component realisations:
Assets “collaboration”[4]: shows the static and

dynamic relationships between internal software
components of larger software components. This asset
is used to show the composition and the splitting up of
software components into finer-grain ones.

Implementation component specifications: are described
with the same assets as design component
specifications, except that the level of detail is higher.
For example, the models may contain many
adornments (visibility of attributes, etc.).

Implementation component realisations:
Asset “collaborations” as in the design realisation.

Asset “classes”: shows the static and dynamic
relationships between internal classes of software
components at the end of implementation. This asset is
used to describe the internals of atomic software
components –i.e., software components that are not
further split up during implementation. It is the asset
“business classes” that is refined and to which
technical classes are added.

Asset “CIDL3 code”: is a translation of the asset
“interfaces” into source code.

Assets “source code” and “binary code”: are the
translations of the asset “classes”, respectively, into
source and binary code of the internal classes.

Delivery component specification: all the assets built up to
the delivery activity may be part of the delivery
component specification. Thus, all the assets
introduced in the specification and the realisation
structures of the previous activities may be part of
this specification.

Delivery realisations:

                                                                
3 CIDL stands for “Component Interface Definition Language” [17]. It
includes IDL plus declarations specific to software component
definition.



Asset “usage manuals”: is specifically written to be
read by end-users.

Asset “reference manuals”: includes the
development guidelines that are collected during the
development and are delivered. So, they also contain
the development guidelines of the scripts written for
the development and the documentation of the
organisation of the assets present in the delivery
component. There is a choice of which development
guidelines are delivered and which are not, but their
content should not be adapted (contrary to the usage
manuals).

Asset “descriptors” into XML4 [20]:

• “software component descriptors”: is the merge
of a translation of the assets “contextual
dependencies”, “deployment”, and “constraints”
that are not entirely taken into account during
design and implementation, but that are used by
deployment utilities (see below).

• “packaging descriptors”: describes the package
organisation and the relationships between the
assets. The packaging descriptors will be read by
utilities to automate the deployment. Several
delivery components may be assembled to form
a larger delivery component.

• “deployment descriptors”: describes the
configuration of the runtime environment
according to non-functional issues (e.g.,
customer-specific security parameters or
timeouts), and the realisation of the last
variabilities that were not solved during design
and implementation (e.g., a software component
that can be fault-tolerant or not may be delivered
not fault-tolerant for certain customers).

Asset “deployment utilities”: are specific utilities
(e.g., scripts, programs, etc.) developed for the
(automatic or semi-automatic) deployment of the
assets according to the asset  “descriptors”.

Finally, an element of the product-line computing
infrastructure is equivalent to a delivery component. So,
the set of assets of its specification is the same as the one
for describing the specification of a delivery component.

In order to keep tracks of all the decisions taken
during the development, the actions are documented with
development guidelines. Design patterns describing the
selected design alternatives and design anti-patterns for
the rejected design alternatives are prototypical
guidelines.

                                                                
4 The choice of XML is motivated by its use in the Sun Enterprise Java
Beans and OMG CORBA Component Model.

5 RELATED WORKS

J. Ning has presented in [15] an execution meta-model
that describes concepts related to software components as
parts of running applications. His meta-model is very
interesting in that it presents many concepts related to
software components. Concepts are classified, on one
hand, among software component, interface, and
connectors concepts, and on the other hand, among type
and instance concepts. Although the meta-model clarifies
some issues, it doesn't account for software components
as entities subject to development. Our meta-model states
that software components' concepts are not limited to
execution but apply during all development stages. This is
why, for example, we include assets such as
"collaborations" into components and why we describe
how software components’ assets evolve from design
down to delivery. In order to describe execution issues
more precisely, we are currently working on an execution
meta-model as a complement to our development meta-
model.

J. Daniels and J. Cheesman have also presented a
meta-model in [5]. Their meta-model is interesting in that
it proposes a link between design, implementation,
installation and execution issues. The software component
can be viewed at various levels of development. Although
this meta-model is not complete nor fully assessed, it is an
interesting first proposal. Assets and development process
are however not considered much.

In [18], the meta-model is oriented towards the
delivery of software components. There are two “delivery
styles”: “black-box delivery” with executable modules
and “white-box delivery” with source code and internal
models. First, our meta-model also supports the delivery
of all the assets, and it goes further: one can deliver
software components at the design level without assets of
the implementation. Second, the delivery includes the
packaging of software components into larger ones. Third,
the meta-model also supports the development of software
components: actions are defined with assets in inputs and
outputs.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an approach to model the
design, implementation, and delivery activities of the
development of a software component-based design
specification resulting from a software architecture. This
work has been done in the context of the study,
development, and assessment of product-line approaches.
This meta-model is currently being assessed in LCAT
experiments.



We proposed a meta-model of the development activities
of software components' assemblies, backed up by an
asset-based description of software components. Our
meta-model allows the explication of the development
transformations such as composition, splitting up,
abstraction, and refinement. We stressed the flexibility
brought by this meta-model such as the possibility to
progressively take the contextual dependencies into
account and delay technological choices. Finally, we
presented an approach to reuse as COTS, not only
implementation components, but also whole parts of a
component-based development, possibly including
variability. Such COTS with variability can become
domain-engineering building blocks for product-lines.

As future work, we plan to further express variability
mechanisms along the development activities, and provide
a clear derivation process, backed up by a decision model.
The development process will also be described more
precisely. We plan to study the detailed handling of
contextual dependencies during development. In
particular, we will propose execution meta-models for
current component technologies such as COM+, EJB and
CCM.
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9 APPENDIX: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
STRUCTURES OF SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

In this section, we express the transformations
introduced so far (composition, splitting up, abstraction,
refinement, packaging, etc.) by the means of the
relationships between the software components’
structures. The relationships between structures are
depicted in Figure 5–a. This model applies to every
activity of the development. The relationships during
design and implementation activities are detailed in
Figure 5–b, the ones concerning the delivery in Figure 5–
c. In the following, we comment these relationships.

Relationships between structures during the
design and implementation activities

The transformations during design and
implementation are depicted in Figure 6.

Splitting up in Figure 6–b: The splitting up is the action of
partitioning a software component (in the example,
SC1) into software sub-components (in the example,
SC2 and SC3). The splitting up into lower-level
software components and the collaborations between
them is described in the asset “collaborations” of the
realisation structure of the initial software
component. In addition, development guidelines give
rationale of the splitting up. The reasons for the
splitting up are manifold: e.g., size, insulation of
functional concerns from non-functional concerns,
etc. This transformation is the reverse of
composition.



Refinement in Figure 6–c: The refinement is the action of
adding new details to the assets of the specification of
an initial software component (in the example,
Spec1). This leads to a new lower-level software
component’s specification (in the example, Spec2).
The refinement is described in the realisation
structure of the initial software component (in the
example, Real1) by “collaborations”, for instance
new interfaces introduced by new collaborations
appearing to take account of contextual dependencies
on a software infrastructure: e.g., a middleware. The
reasons for the refinement are manifold: e.g.,
introduction or modification of interfaces to realise
dependencies on a software infrastructure of the
product-line computing infrastructure. This
introduction or modification of interfaces is not due
to the introduction or modification of functional
services, but due to the taking account of, for
example, contextual dependencies. In other words,
the contract of the software component defined in the
software architecture is not changed through design
and implementation. The very reason for the
introduction or the modification of interfaces is a
manifestation of the fact that there is a chain of
implications between the assets of the specification
structures of design and implementation components.
The constraints imply new deployment information
and / or new contextual dependencies: e.g., “the
software component must use the back-up system X

on node Y for the fault tolerance”. The deployment
information implies new contextual dependencies:
e.g., “the version Z of the back-up system X on Y is
A”. The contextual dependencies imply new
interfaces: e.g., “the interfaces “store” and “restore”
must be provided by the software component to store
and restore the state of the software component with
the back-up system A”. Refinement applies also
during implementation. The implementation activity
ends when the specifications of atomic
implementation components are refined (realised) in
assets “classes” and then in assets “source code”, etc.

Abstraction in Figure 6–f: This transformation is the
reverse of refinement. It is used in Figure 6–f for the
reuse of COTS (e.g., specified by SpecCOTS) before
the adaptation. Abstraction is necessary when the
COTS do not possess assets specifying it at the right
level of abstraction: e.g., the COTS contains source
codes but no implementation or design models of the
source codes.

Development branch in Figure 6–d: The development
branch is the action of leaving unrealised a software
component’s specification (in the example, Spec1) and
then of building several software components with the
same specification but with different realisation structures
(in the example, Real2 and Real3). The resulting software
components are variants of the unrealised one. This is a
well-known form of variability used in domain
engineering. The specification is written during domain
engineering and it is up to application engineers to find or

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: Illustration of the different kinds of software components



build fully developed software components that match to
the former. The latter software components are called
variants. Of course, another alternative is that domain
engineers propose the variants, which are chosen by
application engineers; these variants may be COTS. The
rationale for the variability is not documented in these
software components but in collaborations introducing
them. Practically, variation points are modelled as
hotspots with attached to one side, the initial unrealised
software component, and attached to the other side, the
variants (if some are provided by domain engineers).

Development reuse in Figure 6–e: The development reuse
is the action of reusing the realisation structure of a
software component that has already been developed
(in the example, Real2) for the realisation of another
specification (in the example, Spec1’) when the latter
specification is shown to conform to the former
specification (in the example, Spec1). This is the
most popular reuse method.

Development reuse: COTS adaptation in Figure 6–f: The
COTS adaptation is a more complex form of
development reuse where the COTS mined to fulfil
the requirements of the specification (in the example,
SpecCOTS and Spec1, respectively) must be adapted
with a specific software component called an adapter
(in the example, Adapter) before being reused.
Adaptation, plus abstraction, shows that the meta-
model allows retro engineering of software
components. The adaptation consists in eliciting,
from the reference and the user manuals, the assets
corresponding to the level of abstraction of the
specification to fulfil. If the good assets do not exist,
one must first build such assets by abstraction. This is
the reason justifying the use of the same assets for
describing the product-line computing infrastructure
and the software components. The retro-engineering
and the adaptations are documented in realisation
structures of the software components, that is with
collaborations, patterns, etc.

The first four items are transformations of software
components; the last three items are development
strategies for reuse.

Relationships between structures during the
delivery activity

The delivery activity consists in the creation and
packaging of assets reflecting the needs of the customer
and the realisation of the final constraints concerning the
configuration of the product-line computing
infrastructure. The delivery activity introduces new
realisation assets (e.g., usage and reference manuals,
descriptors and utilities). These new assets are constructed
from the assets previously developed during design and
implementation.
Packaging is the action of selecting which assets built

during the design and implementation activities will

be delivered to the customer and of structuring these
assets to be browsed by the customer. We have tried
to foresee the most generic case, which consists in
delivering all the design and implementation assets
plus the traceability information between these assets.
We suggest to structure the assets in the same form as
during design and implementation, that is in a graph
of software components with traceability links, which
indicates where actions were performed (see for
example Figure 3). We would like those whole parts
of development to be reusable (as COTS) as is, or
after slight transformations, such as removing some
white box assets in order to protect competitive
advantages. We think that it is interesting to be able
to deliver not only “implementation” COTS, but
“design” COTS as well.



(a) Composition

(b) Splitting up

(c) Refinement

(d) Development branch

(e) Development reuse

(f) COTS abstraction and adaptation

Figure 6: Composition, splitting up, refinement, development branch, development reuse, and COTS
abstraction and adaptation
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Abstract: Component-based programming is now a widely
recognized approach in software development. There
remain many open problems related to both technical and
non-technical aspects of the components. In this paper, we
point out the problem of component identification. Since
the components are usually binary units deployed in the
system at run-time, we do not have the same insight into
their characteristics as into those of the software units
which we manage at development time. This problem could
be solved if the components had this information integrated
together with the binary code, which can be achieve by
defining a standardized identification interface. As such
interfaces do not exist in standard component models today,
this concept can only be used with components built in-
house. For external components, extensive tests can, to
some extent, compensate for the lack of information. To
perform a successful testing efficiently we must limit the
number of test cases. Which parts of our system can be
affected by the introduction of a component, or by its
updating? We can answer this if we can keep track of
changes introduced in the system and their impact on the
system. These problems are similar to the problems arising
at development-time solved by Software Configuration
Management (SCM) disciplines. In this paper we point out
these problems and make proposals for their solutions at
run-time using SCM principles.

1 Introduction
When developing a component independently of system
development, we meet a number of problems due to the fact
that information we usually have during the component
development process is not available. One type of problem
is related to the components themselves – the component
interface, pre- and post-conditions and the nonfunctional
component characteristics such as reliability, resource
requirements, timing requirements, etc. Another type of
problem is associated with the relationship between the
component and the rest of the system. In this paper we
address this second type of problem.

When integrated in a system, the new component has an
impact on a part of the system. The new component may
refer to certain components, and it can also be used by other
components. In addition to these explicitly defined
dependencies, we also have indirect dependencies, derived
from the components which are used by the new

component. Finally, we have implicit dependencies, which
are related to the system environment (for example timing
or other resource constraints). In general, we can expect
that some parts of the system are not affected by a change
when introducing a new component or a new component
version. This situation is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Dependencies between components

The dependencies are not directly visible in component
models available today, such as COM [1][2] or EJB [3].

To limit the uncertainty of the system behavior, we must
identify those parts of the system which might be affected
by the introduction of a component.

If we could identify the component versions explicitly, we
could specify the entire system as a set of component
versions. Two systems, or two versions of one system can
be compared and differences on the component level can
be identified.

If we could automatically identify the dependencies
between components and their versions we could avoid the
well-known problem with different versions of shared
libraries. The problem is illustrated in Figure 2: We have
two programs Foo.exe and Bar.exe, which share a
Common.dll library, version v1. We then upgrade Bar.exe,
obtaining a new version of Common.dll, v2. The
replacement could be successful if version v2 of
Common.dll is compatible with version v1, but if this is not
the case the Foo.exe program can fail. Even if the new
version is interface-compatible, Common.dll may contain
undetected errors, which appear in a combination with

New
component

Used by new
component

Uses new
component

Affected parts

Entire system



Foo.exe. Foo.exe may then import some erroneous code
and crash, even if the library was interface-compatible.

Figure 2. Uncontrolled update of a component

One way to handle multiple versions of libraries is to insert
version information into the actual library name as
Microsoft does in MFC [1]. For example, names such as
MFC40.dll and MFC42.dll can be used for version 4.0 and
4.2. This prevents name collision problems but can
introduce a vast number of versions over which we have no
control.

To identify the parts of the system which can be affected by
the change we must:

- Identify components including their versions.
- Identify direct and indirect dependencies.
- Obtain sufficient information to localize the implicit

dependencies.

Identification and dependency management is a typical
subject of SCM. The SCM disciplines and their possible
implementations for managing components are discussed in
section 2. In section 3 we discuss the problem with
dependency information which is missing from component
models available today. In its absence, we discuss a
possibility of finding dependencies directly from the code.
A Dependency Browser, an application which displays
dependencies between binary assets, is depicted in section
4. Finally, section 5 outlines further investigations.

2 Component Management and SCM
As a component is a unit of composition, its management is
natural related to Software Configuration Management, the
main objective of which is to manage composite entities.
However, most of the SCM functions are used at
development-time, and are not utilized sufficiently at run-
time[5]. The major disciplines of SCM are Version
Management, Configuration Management and Change
Management [7] [8], and we discuss their use for managing
components.

Version management performs the identification of entities
and recognizes different versions of enities. We can apply
this principle to the components at run-time: Every
component in the system should be identified by a name,
version number and other version attributes such as creation
date, historical information, etc. We need the component
version identification for two reasons: Firstly, when we

update a component with a new version, we want to be
able to identify that change. Secondly, in some cases, we
wish to keep several component versions integrated in the
system. Managing different versions of components is
important for middle-size or large systems. A component
might not have been originally designed to cover all the
system requirements which evolve. In general, it is better
to release a component containing currently required
features and to upgrade it later, instead of releasing a
fully-fledged component too late. Later, when new
features are added to the component, it may happen that
the new component version is not compatible with the
previous, or that is not fully tested. In that case we want to
keep both versions - the new one exploiting new features,
and the old one, to be used by those parts of the system we
had not yet changed or tested. When the system must
support this type of environment, and when several
versions of components are used at the same time, the
development time and maintenance increase. Experience
shows however that this type of evolution is appropriate
for large systems [4].

Configuration and build management methods are used to
select and identify specific versions of entities (i.e. to
generate a baseline or a configuration) and to integrate
them into a new version of the composite entity. It also
includes build procedures. The building procedures use
information about the dependencies between the entities.
These principles can be applied in the run-time system: A
system configuration is defined as a set of component
versions. By adding a new component or a new version of
a component, a new configuration of the system is
identified. Similar to Make dependencies, which describe
the dependencies at build-time, a component should
include the specification of the components used (the
references to the components used actually exist in the
component, but they are hidden in the binary code).

 Change management provides information about the
changes introduced in the system on an abstract level, the
logical changes which have been introduced in the
process, rather then a physical. Change management
becomes important when a new entity version is created.
In a similar way, every component version can include
information about the differences between it and the
previous version. This information cannot be
automatically generated (which is possible for other type
of information, such as version identification and version
attributes), and it must be explicitly defined by the
component developers. A new component version might
be added to introduce new functions in a system, or only
to change its behavior, (better performance, better
stability), without changing the interface. When replacing
a component or a component version we must consider
which type of change we permit and which system
characteristics we want to preserve, in order to guarantee
the system behavior.

To describe this possible impact on the system, we have
defined three levels of compatibility:

Foo.exe Bar.exe

Common.dll

Version 1

Bar.exe

Common.dll

Version 2

replace



Input and Output compatibility. A component requires
input in a specific format (or perhaps no input at all) and
produces results in a defined format. The internal
characteristics of the component are of no interest.

Interface compatibility. The interface remains the same, but
the implementation can be different

Behavior compatibility. Internal characteristics of the
components, such as performance, resource requirements,
must be preserved.

The compatibility criteria can be used to decide if a
component can be replaced or not. This decision can be
especially important in case of a replacement "on the fly" in
a run-time environment.

3 Managing Component Dependencies
Binary components are delivered as shared libraries and
executables, which usually have no additional information
about any dependency between components. To be able to
predict what will happen in a system when a component is
installed we need to have information about which part of
the system will be affected by the component.

As components can be loosely coupled there is no
information connecting different versions of components
with each other. In COM for example, a component finds
components it refers to through the Windows registry. In
the Window registry all installed components store their
activation data, such as Interface id, class id, library
locations and where to find their stubs and proxies.
Connections between components are set up first at run-
time. A client uses a unique key to find the server
component in the registry and then the COM run-time will
load the corresponding component or stub into the client
memory [2].

To be able to get full dependency graphs over the system
with coherent information about all the components, and
the type of change introduced in a component, we need
meta-data. By meta-data we mean additional information
which is not crucial for the component to run but is
valuable for the entire system. Meta-data can be provided
as a new interface on the component [5] or stored in a
repository where it have been placed during the component
registration process. Facts about version, name, creation
date, compatibility change, interfaces provided and
components used, as mentioned in the previous section, are
examples of meta-data which can be of help when building
a system with consistent configuration management.

The World Wide Web Consortium has defined a standard to
describe components and their dependencies. This language
is XML-based and is called Open Software Description
(OSD) [6]. However, OSD is mainly designed for web
components and does not solve the problems with
component dependencies. It is important that meta-data is
accessible to third part users. A common standard making it
possible to describe components in all component models is
probably a utopia. We can expect that different types of

components will be described in different ways, which is
vastly better than their not being described at all.

As we do not have meta-data incorporated in the standard
component models, the only information about the
components we can get through binary libraries and
executables. The information about which shared libraries
are linked to other libraries or programs can be gathered
fairly easy. In general this information is linked into the
binary code and can be extracted. This information can be
used to list the dependencies between different programs
and libraries.

The following is the formal procedure: A component
version c is implemented as a library or an executable. A
component version has a set of attributes (name, size,
creation-date, and others [11] used in different component
models), by which it is identified.

The set of all components installed in the system is
designated S. We define a relation à called “depends on”,
where ci à cj if the correct operation of ci requires the
correct operation of cj. This relation is transitive which
means that we can derive all indirect dependencies from
the direct dependencies.

The set of all dependencies is defined as

D = {(ci,cj) : ci,cj ∈ S ∧  ciàcj}.

The dependency set D is stored as a baseline before new
components are installed. A snapshot of the current
configuration is the set of all components and their
dependencies:

C = (S,D).

When new versions of existing components or new
components are installed they will affect the configuration

C´=(S’,D’)

We identify all component versions which are placed in
only one configuration

cnew ∈ S∆   :  S∆ = S∩S’ ,

and the dependencies D∆ of components cnew

D∆ = {c : c à cnew}.

All components in S∆   and dependencies in D∆ can change
the behavior of the system and are subjects for futher
investigation.

For the dependencies where new components use other
components

D´∆ = { cnew : cnew à c}

we test if the input-output domain (i.e. expected outputs
from cnew  for inputs to c) have been preserved or not. If a
new range of input to the component c occurs, this
dependency should be tested in this new domain range [9].

If a system configuration can contain several component
versions, specified ranges in input/output domain can be



compared with the current values and used as criteria for
selecting a component version to be executed [10][11].

4 Dependency Browser
To show how dependencies can be traced, we have
designed an application for Windows NT 4.0, Dependency
Browser which parses through the system, finds all shared
libraries and generates the dependency graph.  A snapshot
of the current configuration can be shown and saved in a
repository. Different versions of snapshots are placed under
version control and treated as configuration items. The
current configuration, or an earlier snapshot, can be
compared with other configuration snapshots, and the
differences between the configurations can be displayed.
Typically, before installation of a component, a snapshot
can be saved. The component is then installed, and a new
snapshot can be taken. The difference graph shows which
components have been changed and their relations to other
parts of the system. The browser can show the entire
system, or a specific component and its dependencies,
which makes it possible to see a potential consequence of a
component update. System integrators can use the
dependency browser to view dependencies in the test
system, when a new component has been integrated in the
system.

All components which depend on the changed component
are highlighted and the user can decide and take action
upon this information as shown in Figure 3. The
dependency browser helps the integrator of the system to
verify that nothing unexpected occurs when the system
starts.  With this tool, it is possible to see all the files
affected when a component has been updated or installed.

Figure 3. Affected components are highlighted in the
browser to alert the user.

The changed or updated components have the stop sign
icon while affected components are marked with an arrow
icon. Version information of the component is presented in
the right pane view. The browser can be used to browse
through the information and to get an understanding of the
effects of the introduction of new and updated components
in the system. The tool can browse through different
configurations and label components as changeable or not
changeable. This kind of knowledge is useful if the cause of
malfunction in the system is to be traced. An incorrect

version of a library may have been installed by mistake
and without dependency information it is difficult to find
the real cause of the problem.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have pointed out the problems
encountered during the dynamic configuration of systems.
Our contribution is a proposal for component
configuration management in which components can be
placed under version control. We tie together software
configuration management (SCM) and component-
oriented programming (COP) with ideas from both
disciplines. A simple dependency model is presented and
we have shown how to solve the dependency problem for
this model when new components are installed. We plan to
do more work on a formal description and management of
dependencies.

Future work will include the realization of the
Dependency Browser, its implementation for different
component models and platforms. In this paper we have
treated components as binary entities, i.e. executables or
shared libraries. How dependencies between loosely
coupled components can be recorded, will be studied in a
more thorough investigation. The goal is to have ability to
predict the behavior of a system before a system update.
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Component Based Environments for Non-Programmers:
Two Case Studies
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�� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

In this position paper I discuss issues involved in
developing component based environments for non-
programmers. It is based on the experience from two
European research projects where we developed software
for disabled users and people in need of cognitive support.
In both projects we created software environments that
persons close to the end user can use to compose an
application tailored to the end users needs, using an
extendable set of components. The users of these builder
tools will usually be persons with little or no programming
experience, or even little computer experience at all. The
activity of building the applications is a kind of end-user
programming, and in the terminology of [7], the builder
tools can be described as task specific, visual application
frameworks.

Compound documents [1] can be used as a basis for
these environments. The documents are created within an

editing environment, and later “executed” by a separate
runtime engine. With component frameworks [11]
defining some of the allowable interactions between
objects in different roles, the tools can restrict the
composition of objects while allow interesting
applications to be made with little wiring. These
restrictions also simplify the tools, making them more
appropriate for the target user group.

Some of the mechanisms we found were needed to
develop the tools are straightforward to implement, but are
useful to be aware of from the start of a project as they
define a framework for interaction between components.
A set of such problems and solutions are briefly described
later in this document. To enable more frequent and faster
development of similar tools, it would be useful if
standard extensions of existing component technologies
like JavaBeans were created, with more support for
compound documents and some of the other issues
addressed here.

�� 7ZR�&DVH�6WXGLHV�±�%DFNJURXQG
5HVHDUFK

���� &RPVSHF���&RP/LQN�

The Comspec project [9] [6] was a European Union
research project within the TIDE programme from 1994 to
1998, and with an earlier history founded by the Nordic
Council. The objective was to develop an extendable
software environment allowing personal communication
aids for disabled users to be created without programming.

The ComLink software that resulted from the Comspec
project consisted of two applications – an editing
environment and a runtime application. With the editing
environment a personal communication aid for a disabled
user can be created. The environment was designed with
two user groups in mind. An LQWHJUDWRU can compose
applications from scratch, and has a full set of tools
available. For some users the full set of tools would be to

                                                          
1 More information on Comspec and ComLink can be found at
http://www.handicom.nl/comspec/



complex, so these IDFLOLWDWRUV are presented with a
simplified set of tools and views that allow some
adjustments to existing applications to be made. The
runtime application is used to run the aid for the disabled
end user. From the start of the Comspec project the
intention was to make it extendable with components
developed by the rehab industry. OpenDoc [1] was
originally selected as the component technology for the
project, but when OpenDoc were abandoned by IBM and
Apple the project decided to move the development to
Java/JavaBeans.

In the Java version of ComLink an aid contains a set of
subsystems. In the version that was available by the end of
the Comspec project the software contained four
subsystems: layout, configuration, vocabulary and toolbar.
The layout defines mainly what the end user will see on
the screen. From the configuration (see Figure 1) the flow
of events and output from the system is defined. The terms
the user will communicate with are defined in the
vocabulary, and for each of this terms there may be one or
more representations (picture, sound, text, bliss symbol
etc.). From the toolbar it is possible to define a visual
dialog that enables adjustment of some parameters of the
aid, like e.g. scanning speed.

The ComLink software is extendable with various
kinds of components. All of the existing subsystems can
be extended with new object types; e.g. new visual object
types in the layout and toolbar, and new media types in
the vocabulary. When designing the architecture of
ComLink a set of role models [8] were designed, and from

these a set of standard runtime protocols were developed.
New object types usually support some of these protocols
based on the roles they have at runtime in the system.
They also have to support some general mechanisms both
at runtime and edit time, some of which are briefly
described later in this paper.

In addition to extensions within the existing
subsystems, whole new subsystems can be introduced.
Each new subsystem will typically be a component
framework [11] that can be extended with still new object
types.

���� 7$6&�

TASC is a European Union research project in the
Disabled and Elderly Sector under the Telematics
Applications Programme within the Fourth Framework
Programme, running between 1997-2000. The objective of
the TASC software is to support decision-making,
planning and communication for persons with cognitive
disabilities. The TASC software is developed in Java.

Similarly to the ComLink software, the TASC software
consists of a builder and a runtime application. A carer
uses the builder application (see Figure 2) to select and
configure a set of tools for the end user, and often also to
create some predefined content. The end user uses a
runtime application that contains a tab sheet with a tab for

                                                          
2 More information on TASC can be found at
http://www.tascsupport.com/

)LJXUH� �� �� 7KH� &RPVSHF� HGLWLQJ� HQYLURQPHQW� ZLWK� WKH� HGLWRU� RI� WKH� FRQILJXUDWLRQ� VXEV\VWHP
RSHQHG��7KH�FRPSRQHQW�SDOHWWH�RI�WKH�WRS�ZLQGRZ�DOZD\V�GLVSOD\V�FRPSRQHQWV�DYDLODEOH�LQ�WKH
FXUUHQW�VXEV\VWHP��ZKLOH�WKH�SURSHUW\�VKHHW�DW�WKH�ULJKW�VKRZV�WKH�SURSHUWLHV�RU�D�FXVWRPL]HU�RQ
WKH�VHOHFWHG�REMHFW�



each of the selected tools. The granularity of the
components used in TASC is larger than the usual objects
in ComLink, and is as such more comparable to the
ComLink subsystems. Existing components are e.g. text,
icon and symbol based time planners, text and picture
based phone dialers and a photo album.

Seen from a developer’s viewpoint the TASC
architecture contains more than the users see. The tools
seen by the users belong to a user interface tier, while
much of the behaviour is handled by entity and service
objects in the “business” tier. This allows multiple views
of the same information, and is used e.g. to have three
different planner tools adjusted for different user groups.
Collaboration that appears to occur directly between the
tools also actually happens at the business tier, with the
tools being updated through notifications.

A developer can extend the TASC software with new
components. Usually this will include a tool seen by the
end user, and a corresponding editor used by the carer to
configure and create content to be displayed in the tool. It
may include new entity or service objects used by the tool,
or just give a new tool on top of existing “business”
objects.

�� 3UREOHPV�DQG�6RPH�6ROXWLRQV

���� &RQWH[W

Both in Comspec and in TASC objects of the system
needs to know something about the context they are used
in. In Comspec a mechanism similar to the BeanContext
introduced in Java 1.2 were used for this purpose, while in
TASC where the objects are more coarse grained all
objects are told which document they are a part of. In both
cases the context is used as the starting point for the below
solutions.

���� 1DPH�VSDFH��5XOHV�IRU�QDPLQJ

In the ComLink software the various objects that the
LQWHJUDWRU crates can be named. The names are used for
creating connections to the objects from objects other
places in the system. To ensure unique and legal naming
objects are required to register their name with a central
object registry. The registry will not allow two objects
with the same name or names that does not follow the
other naming rules, and the object that tried to register has
to select another name or revert to its earlier name if the
registration fails.

)LJXUH� �� �� 7KH� 7$6&� FDUHU
V� LQWHUIDFH�� GLVSOD\LQJ� WKH� HGLWRU� ZKHUH� WKH� FDUHU� VHOHFWV� ZKLFK
FRPSRQHQWV�WR�LQFOXGH�LQ�WKH�WRRO�IRU�WKH�HQG�XVHU��6HWWLQJV�DQG�FRQWHQW�IRU�HDFK�RI�WKH�FRPSRQHQWV
DUH�HGLWHG�ZLWK�FRPSRQHQW�VSHFLILF�HGLWRUV�LQ�WKH�FRPSRQHQW�VHWWLQJV�YLHZ�



���� +RZ�WR�ILQG�REMHFWV�WKDW�LPSOHPHQW�D
VHUYLFH

In both of the projects there was a wish for making the
software flexible. Some services were used by many of
the components in the system. To avoid explicit binding to
a class implementing the service, an interface was created
for each service. A configuration file, called the class
registry file, was used to select which class would
implement the service, and support classes were made to
return the class that implements the service. The current
instance of the service could be requested from the context
based on the required interface. This problem and solution
is similar to the abstract factory and factory method
patterns of [4].

���� +RZ�WR�GHVFULEH�WKH�REMHFW�W\SHV�WKDW�DUH
DYDLODEOH�LQ�WKH�WRRO

The class registry is also used to describe which object
types are available in the system. In ComLink this can
include which subsystems are available, and also what
object types are available within each subsystem. Adding
a new component with new object types requires addition
to the class registry file to make the new object types
available from the tool. It would be preferable that the tool
users did not have to know about the class registry file,
and although not done in the projects the updates to this
file could have been made by an installation tool.

���� +RZ�GR�REMHFWV�ILQG�RWKHU�REMHFWV�WR
FROODERUDWH�ZLWK"

Some of the objects used in these tools need a way to
find each other. This can be to find a default collaborator
when the object is first created, or to enable a customizer /
property editor to find and select from a set of objects that
fits as collaborators. For this purpose the ComLink
software uses the object registry where all objects that the
integrator relates to as separate entities have to register.
From this registry it is possible to retrieve objects based
on a set of interfaces that the object should support. A
selection of an object from this set can be done by the
integrator through a list of the registered names of the
objects.

���� &R�RUGLQDWLRQ�RI�DFWLYLW\

When an application is composed of a set of objects,
we experienced that some of the allowed and wanted
behaviour of the objects depended on the current state of
the document they were located in. An example is that
some service objects requires all objects to have finished
their initialisation before they are usable, and some other
objects wants to hide some editing widgets when the tool
is switching from an editing to a testing/running state.

���� $GDSWDWLRQ�RI�EHKDYLRXU�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�XVHU
OHYHO

In the ComLink software two user levels; integrator
and facilitator, are supported by the editing environment.
Editors that have behaviour depending on the user level
can register to get notifications when the user level
changes, and can then adjust their behaviour and
appearance as appropriate.

���� 8QGR�KDQGOLQJ

Good undo handling is tricky in a component based
environment. An example here is when an explicit link
has been made from one object to another. If the
destination object is later deleted, the source object needs
to be made aware of this. Also, if the delete operation is
undone, the link should preferably be restored. Solutions
for supporting undo is often based on the command
pattern [4]. To support undo of edits to an object intimate
information about the object can be necessary, preventing
e.g. a general property based mechanism to be applicable.
As most ready made components do not have any support
for a general undo scheme, supporting undo remains a
problem. In the ComLink software undo was supported
for edit operations available as menu commands or
through direct manipulation, while undo of property
changes were not supported.

���� (GLWLQJ�RI�+LHUDUFKLFDO�/D\RXW

If the editing environment allows creation of
hierarchical visual layout, e.g. to create the user interface
of the application, some design decisions have to be made.
Is it acceptable with one central editor that knows all
about how to create the layout, or should the various
visual container components be allowed to have
associated editors that can introduce their own editing
policies (like e.g. OpenDoc)? As is documented in [2] the
user interface decisions involved is non-trivial, and their
implementation can also be quite time consuming. There
is currently no standard Java/JavaBeans framework or
guidelines for these issues. In the Java version of the
ComLink software each container could have its own
editor, and a variation of the inside-out activation model
found in OpenDoc was used. This allows for creation of
containers with their own layout rules, e.g. to
automatically make all contained objects the same size, or
disallow overlap of contained objects.

����� 1RWLILFDWLRQ�KDQGOLQJ

In component based applications it is quite usual for
objects to depend on the state of other objects. To
maintain loose coupling between the objects this is often
solved by using a variation of the observer pattern [4]. In
the two projects we used the Java event listener variation
of this pattern to take care of dependencies. Although this
usually works quite well, in some situations it also causes



some problems. One problem is that when one editing
operation modifies multiple properties, notifications will
be sent as soon as one of the properties is changed.
Notification receivers may thus observe part of the editing
operation before it is actually finished. Another similar
problem is that when a lot of properties are changed,
views etc. will be notified for each small change. Even if
the state of the observed object is valid for each small
change, the frequent notifications may cause a lot of
screen updates or also data retrievals that may make the
system too slow. One way to solve these problems would
be to group the property modifications in transactions,
where notifications would be sent only after all the
changes in the transaction were completed.

����� 'RFXPHQW�FRPSRQHQW�ILQGHU

One known problem that we did not directly address in
any of the two projects are how to let the user know which
components are required to run or edit a given compound
document. This would be useful when the user wants to
move a document from one computer to another. Taken
one step further the user could also be allowed to
download or buy missing components from the net. These
features would be natural to expect from e.g. a compound
document framework based on Java.

����� 'RFXPHQW�SDFNHU

Another known problem is that a compound document
often refers to a lot of external resources like sounds and
pictures. This will of course lead to problems if just the
main document file is moved to another system.
Programmers are used to deal with this kind of problems,
but for non-programmers it would be preferable to have a
tool that could at least list all externally used resources.
Preferably it should be possible to make an installable
package containing the document and all resources –
maybe also with an option of including the required
components.

�� 5HODWHG�6\VWHPV�DQG�5HVHDUFK

The systems described here can be regarded as
examples of compound document technology.  OpenDoc
[1] was a source of inspiration for the development of the
cases, and influenced both technical and UI solutions.
OpenDoc’s influence on the solution to editing of
hierarchical content in ComLink is already mentioned.
Some extensions built for OpenDoc also had solutions for
finding and downloading components needed by a
document. An even earlier example of compound
document technology was the extensible text editor Write
[10]. Besides the basic embedding technology, Write used
a two phase protocol where for display and printing of
embedded elements, that is similar to the solution for the
co-ordination of activity problem.

A system that has many similarities with the cases, and
especially with ComLink, is BlackBox [12] [11].
BlackBox uses a hierarchical variation of Model-View-

Controller [8], where a model can contain subviews. This
gives a solution to the editing of hierarchical layout that is
similar to OpenDoc and the solution used in ComLink.
Another feature of BlackBox is the container modes that
each container can be in, and that decides what interaction
is possible in the container. This feature partly covers the
problems with co-ordination of activity and adaptation of
behaviour according to user level. [11] also describes the
problems with notification handling in more detail, with a
thorough description of glitches – short periods of time
where an inconsistent state of the model can be observed.
In BlackBox this problem is handled by the framework by
prohibiting recursive messages with overlapping
semantics.

�� )XUWKHU�5HVHDUFK

The systems described in this paper allow components
to extend the system with new object types and in some
cases new component frameworks. Certain kinds of
extensions are not as straight forward.

An aid created with the ComLink software can let a
switch user navigate between selectable objects using a
next-previous links between objects at the same level, and
in-out links to navigate hierarchically. The layout editor
supports the user in creating these links, with automatic
link creation taking care of much of the job. These links
are then used by a navigation method object in the
configuration, that maps switch presses to cursor
movement and selection. A new component can easily
introduce a new navigation method that has another
mapping between switch presses and cursor movement.

Say that someone came up with a new method of
navigation though, that required another set of links to be
present between the objects in the layout; e.g. left-right-
up-down. Traditionally, if this kind of extension were not
expected, we would have to modify the original code of
the layout objects to have the addition links (or create a
subclass), and then modify the layout editor to support
creation of the links.

From the tool user’s point of view a new component
that extended the tool with some new object types and
some extensions to existing object types, would probably
make good sense. E.g. in the navigation example, a
directional scan solution component could introduce a
new navigation method object type, and also extensions to
the layout objects and layout editor.

One research challenges here is to check that the target
user group would really be able to use such components.
Fairly independently of the technology used to allow these
kind of extensions, such user studies could be made by
creating paper or computer prototypes and test with a set
of users.

A more technical research challenge would be to
investigate how various suggested extensions to object
oriented programming could be applied in a component
setting. The extensions suggested here is somewhat
similar to what is attempted solved with technologies like
subject oriented programming [5] and the role patterns in
[3].
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Abstract
Moore’s Law is pushing us inevitably towards a world of

pervasive, wireless, spontaneously networked computing
devices. Whatever these devices do, they will have to talk to
and negotiate with one another, and so software agents will
have to represent them. Whereas conventional services on
intranets will continue to be distributed using established
middleware standards, internet services are being built on
top of http, wap or other protocols, and exchange informa-
tion in HTML, XML, and just about anything that can be
wrapped as a MIME type or streamed. This situation leads
us to three software problems: (i) How can we simplify the
task of programming these agents? (i.e., Java is not enough),
(ii) How can agents interact and interoperate in an open,
evolving network environment? (i.e., XML is not enough),
(iii) How can we reason about the services that agents pro-
vide and use? (i.e., IDL is not enough). We discuss these
questions in the context of our work on Piccola, a small com-
position language, and outline ongoing and further re-
search.

1.  Why Agents?

Plummeting hardware costs, advances in miniaturization,
durability, reliability, network technology, and battery life
are enabling a world of pervasive computing. Although no
one can reliably foresee even a fraction of the new applica-
tions for this technology, it is already clear that more and
more computing power will appear in wireless, mobile de-
vices, and that these devices will have to spontaneously in-
teract in constantly changing environments.

As a consequence, we can expect to see the computing
world divide into two rather different environments. The
first is the conventional world of databases, servers, applica-
tions, and statically networked computers. Software servic-
es and components will continue to be implemented with
conventional technology, and software systems will be com-
posed as they are today. The second world will be a wireless
one of spontaneous networking and constantly changing in-
ternet services. The clients of these services will include not

only humans, but also other software systems, as service
providers strive to reach the broadest customer base possi-
ble. These worlds will increasingly require agents to

• represent both human and software customers and pro-
viders (e.g., meta search engines),

• wrap legacy software systems (e.g., database systems),

• represent roaming devices in changing environments
(e.g., mobile phones),

• encapsulate coordination protocols (e.g., Jini [4]),

• coordinate other agents (e.g., distributed agenda man-
agement).

We will not worry too much about developing a precise
definition of software “agents”, or even about comparisons
with older definitions, except to say that they are software
programs that can act autonomously on behalf of a human,
an organization, or another software or hardware system
[11]. We do not require that agents be mobile or intelligent.
On the other hand, we are interested in the characteristics
that these agents will exhibit:

• agents represent and wrap services for potentially re-
mote hardware or software systems,

• agents coordinate and manage multiple incoming or
outgoing requests,

• agents must adapt to changing network environments,

• agents may need to negotiate quality-of-service or other
non-functional properties with other agents.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2,
we introduce important aspects related to the composition of
distributed agents. In section 3, the need for a data model
suitable for inter-agent communication and collaboration is
discussed. In section 4, we propose notions to support rea-
soning about agent systems in order to build reliable applica-
tions. Finally, in section 5, we summarize the main
observations and present directions for future research. 

2.  Composing Agents

Programming concurrent and distributed applications is
not easy, so there is no reason to expect that programming
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agents will be. We can expect, however, to take advantage of
some characteristics of agents to simplify the task.

As we have seen, we can expect agents to be mainly con-
cerned with wrapping, composing, and coordinating exist-
ing services, not with implementing new basic services.
Therefore, a language or tool for implementing agents
should concentrate on supporting high-level abstractions
that will simplify these tasks.

Java has been touted as the language of the internet, and it
provides many features that make it easier to develop inter-
net applications. Nevertheless, Java is still just a convention-
al programming language, better suited to implementing
components than to composing them [8]. Furthermore, Java
is not well-suited to defining abstractions which are not ob-
jects (such as coordination abstractions, generic wrappers,
and synchronization policies).

We have argued elsewhere that component-based soft-
ware development can be summarized as “Applications =
Components + Scripts” [1][3][14]. In this view, convention-
al programming languages will be used to implement basic
services and components, but a composition language will
be more suitable for the task of composing, or “scripting”
components. Furthermore, a composition language must
pay special attention to the problems of “glue” (i.e., over-
coming compositional mismatch), coordination (i.e., coor-
dinating concurrent and distributed components and
requests), and expressing various architectural styles.

This last point is actually the key both to composing soft-
ware components and to composing agents. An “architectur-
al style” [16] formalizes the components, connectors and
composition rules for an application domain. In essence, an
architectural style allows you to raise the level of abstraction
from low-level “wiring” of component interfaces to compo-
sition using domain specific abstractions. Pipes and filters
are the classical example, but there are countless other do-
mains where architectural styles can help to raise compo-
nent composition to a more declarative level [5]. Consider,
for example, low-level wiring of events and actions as op-
posed to graphical composition of GUI widgets or rule-
based specifications of trigger conditions and actions.

Piccola is an experimental composition language that is
suitable to specify systems as compositions of agents. It is a
small language based on the notions of immutable forms,
which encapsulate data and services, agents, which encap-
sulate behaviour, and channels, which are the media that
agents use to communicate forms. The formal semantics of
Piccola is based on the πL-calculus, a process calculus in
which agents communicate forms (extensible records) rath-
er than tuples [10]. Forms are not only used exchange data in
agent communications, but also to model environments, ex-
tensible interfaces, components, and objects [15].

We have already demonstrated that Piccola is well-suited
to expressing various architectural styles [1], and that its
simple, uniform model allows it to be used to express vari-
ous composition and coordination abstractions, such as syn-
chronization policies, that are clumsy or impossible to
express in conventional object-oriented languages.

We plan future experiments to use Piccola for visualizing
agent systems and to build a composition environment on
top of Piccola. Furthermore, we are in the process of extend-
ing the run-time system to cope with real distributed appli-
cations.

3.  Communicating with other Agents

Although Piccola is nice for wrapping, gluing, and com-
posing components in a closed environment, it still lacks the
reflective features that would be needed to use it to program
agents that could function effectively in a completely open,
spontaneously networked environment. We are currently in-
vestigating which lightweight reflective mechanisms are
needed to solve this problem.

In closed environments today, component interfaces are
typically specified with IDL or Java, and clients communi-
cate with them through CORBA, COM, or RMI. Internet
services, on the other hand, are specified as HTML forms,
return HTML, XML, or various MIME types, and clients
communicate with them through http, ftp, wap, or any of a
variety of other protocols.

It is clear that the world is moving towards XML as a me-
dium for exchanging models between software systems, so
we can expect that interoperable internet services will have
to talk XML. But XML is more syntax than semantics, and it
is not a full-fledged data model supporting a query language
and data manipulation language. With XML, we risk return-
ing to the days of hierarchical and network data models with
procedural navigation through databases rather than declar-
ative expression of views of data.

It is a fairly straightforward exercise to map XML to any
kind of object model, and the forms exchanged by Piccola
agents are no exception. Therefore, we imagine Piccola
agents communicating with external services by means of
XML. However, to query, manipulate, explore, and negoti-
ate with the outside world, agents would need a declarative
form data model.

Such a data model might resemble the relational model,
with data being stored in bags of forms rather than sets of tu-
ples (it is possible to adapt the operators of the relational al-
gebra to such a data model). The fundamental difference,
however, is that the relational model is founded on a closed
world assumption, whereas a data model for communicating
agents must be based on open systems. Agents must be pre-



pared to deal with new services and models for which they
have not been preprogrammed. Therefore, a form data mod-
el must support some simple reflective features that allow
agents to explore the schema to which a model conforms, or,
better yet, to easily wrap models to conform to different
schemas.

We are now exploring the definition of such a form data
model, and experimenting with simple mechanisms to que-
ry, view, adapt, and transform form-based models.

4.  Reasoning about Agent Composition

It is notoriously difficult to reason about software, and
reasoning about open, concurrent, distributed agent soft-
ware will not be any easier. The need for reasoning, however,
will be even more acute, since agents will not be able to act
autonomously if they cannot give and receive specific serv-
ice guarantees.

Reasoning today is often limited to simple static type
checking, but even this level of guarantee cannot be easily
reconciled with an open agent world, since static type-
checking requires advance knowledge of interfaces, and
type inference typically requires global knowledge.

We can expect to move to a world in which “types” ex-
press other kinds of contracts than simple interface signa-
tures, and the checks will be performed as much at run-time
as at composition time. Therefore, we can see the need for:

Interfaces. Agents, like the components they represent,
will provide and require interfaces, but run-time query-
ing will become more important. Furthermore, interfac-
es will have to be versioned and assigned unique iden-
tifiers (similar to the global unique identifiers of COM
[13], but perhaps these identifiers will be URLs), and
wrapping services may be required to automatically
adapt otherwise incompatible interfaces.

Quality of service. Some simple forms of quality-of-serv-
ice negotiation are already commonplace in the domain
of internet multimedia streaming. As ever wider ranges
of devices and software agents become internet-aware,
we can expect not only bandwidth and latency, but also
other aspects of services, such as hard or soft real-time
constraints, or platform dependencies, will become ne-
gotiable depending on the capabilities available to the
client.

Protocols. Many kinds of services require clients to obey a
simple kind of protocol, but flat interfaces tell us noth-
ing about non-uniform service availability [12]. Many
kinds of services require an initialization or authoriza-
tion protocol to be completed before other actions may
be performed. Furthermore, transaction services require
a commit or abort from the client. Although we can ex-

pect most protocols to be quite simple and fall into eas-
ily recognizable classes, they must still be explicitly
documented, statically checked, and dynamically vali-
dated.

Security & Authorization. Much has been made of “sand-
box” techniques to protect servers from hostile agents,
but what about protecting the agents themselves?
Agents for roaming devices may easily find themselves
in hostile environments. Rather than relying on ad hoc
run-time methods to protect agents and their clients, it
should be possible to decorate agent implementation
code with explicit security assertions. Similar to proto-
cols, a combination of static and run-time checks would
be performed. It is unlikely that a single, internet-wide
security model would be appropriate, since security re-
quirements are known to vary considerably for different
application domains. Therefore, agents must be able to
adapt their security requirements to the capabilities pro-
vided by the environments they find themselves in.

Aliasing. In a certain sense, agents are aliases. Any situa-
tion where aliases cause problems in conventional soft-
ware systems (deadlock detection, garbage collection,
etc.) will certainly arise in agent systems as well. Tech-
niques like islands [6] could well be reinterpreted from
the perspective of agents. Again, we can expect that ex-
plicit assertions will help to limit and reason about
aliasing.

Many important forms of reasoning can be reduced to
the question “Can I get there from here?” Not only rea-
soning about aliasing, but also about security rights and
capabilities or deadlock detection or prevention often
takes this form. One can imagine an agent language
with generic support for reasoning about reachability,
which can then be adapted to specific problem domains.

Cost and Ownership. Reasoning about linear capabilities
and ownership is typically not directly supported by
programming languages, but must be programmed in an
idiomatic way [9]. Agents, however, will often be re-
sponsible for various kinds of finite resources (not just
money and credit, but also time, computing resources,
and other physical and virtual resources), and must be
able to reliably manage these resources, possibly in the
presence of unreliable networks. Again, explicit asser-
tions about transfer of ownership of linear capabilities
would be of immense help if supported by static and dy-
namic enforcement procedures [7].

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to il-
lustrate the need for “type systems” that allow us to express
contracts required and provided by agents that go beyond
simple interface signatures. These type systems should al-
low us to statically check the sanity of our agents, but will



typically also require some run-time support to validate that
advertised contracts are actually respected.

5.  The Upshot

We claim that one of the key challenges in developing
component-based systems of the future will not be program-
ming of individual components, but rather programming the
agents that represent, wrap, coordinate, and compose them.
The other key challenge, not discussed here, is how to mi-
grate existing systems to component-based frameworks.

We argue that the challenge of agent coordination must
be addressed by new programming paradigms, and we pro-
pose “Applications = Components + Scripts” as such a para-
digm. Furthermore, we offer Piccola, a small composition
language, as an effort in that direction.

We are continuing to experiment with Piccola, by using it
as a medium for expressing compositional styles for various
application domains [2]. Furthermore, we are experiment-
ing with the development of a form data model that will en-
able agents in open networks to exchange, query,
manipulate, and adapt models expressed using interchange
standards like XML. Finally, we are investigating ways for
reasoning about the contracts that agents require and pro-
vide on behalf of their clients.
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